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Profile

Fugro carries out its operations throughout the world

consulting engineers, architects and dredging compa-

and is a trend-setter in the collection, processing and

nies. The assignments Fugro carries out on behalf of

interpreting of data concerning the earth’s soil and sur-

clients include surveys and services related to:

face, the constructions built upon it and the sea. Fugro

• oil and gas platforms and other constructions at sea;

carries out its geotechnical and surveying services at sea,

• infrastructure projects (tunnels, roads, coastal works,

on land, from the air and along the coast and provides
significant added value to its clients through its mix of
professional, and, in the majority of cases, highly quali-

land reclamation);
• exploration for oil and gas fields and minerals (tin,
copper, gold, diamonds, etc.);

fied staff, advanced technologies (often developed in-

• pipelines and communication cables;

house) and information systems.

• industrial projects (buildings, factories);
• foundations and materials and environmental

Fugro occupies a prominent and generally leading
position in international and regional markets and is
steadily expanding its existing market positions. It is
continuously exploiting opportunities in new, complementary niche or regional markets, very often through
acquisitions, and its wide range of related services makes
Fugro unique in the world.
Fugro, founded in 1962 and listed on Euronext N.V. in
Amsterdam since 1992, has over two hundred offices,
about 5,800 staff and a permanent presence in more than
fifty countries.
Organisationally Fugro operates from two divisions:
Geotechnical and Survey.
Geotechnical activities include collecting soil samples, analysing and testing the soil and providing advice
based on the results. Surveying services include ascertaining the geological composition of the earth’s crust,
detailing the earth’s surface and providing precise positioning data. Fugro uses advanced equipment and systems, most of which were developed in-house, to support
the collection and processing of data, thereby ensuring
that reports are reliable and received by clients quickly.
As an extension to its activities Fugro provides services
such as design advice, the testing of construction materials and geographic and other information systems.
Major clients include oil and gas companies, construction companies and project developers, local government, telecommunication and energy companies,
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inspections;
• data management and geographical information
systems.

Major developments in 2000

• Turnover rose by 30.4% to Dfl. 1,571.1 million
(1999: Dfl. 1,204.9 million).
• Net profit rose by 13.0% to Dfl. 101.4 million
(1999: Dfl. 89.7 million). In line with the target,
the margin was 6.5% (1999: 7.5%).
• Earnings per share rose by 10.1% to Dfl. 8.14
(1999: Dfl.7.39) (fully diluted by the subordinated
convertible debenture bond earnings per share rose
by 5.6% to Dfl. 7.76).
• Good results were achieved by all Fugro’s activities
except those relating to offshore seismic exploration.
• A dividend of Dfl. 3.00 per share (certificate)
(1999: Dfl. 2.70) payable in shares or cash has been
proposed.
• Fugro’s share price rose by 86% (from € 36.90 to
€ 68.75), making Fugro one of the five companies listed on Euronext N.V. with the greatest price increase
in 2000.
• In March Fugro issued a subordinated convertible
debenture bond of € 100 million with a term of five
years, an interest rate of 4.75% and a conversion price
of € 64.43.
• Through acquisitions and the integration of activities, Fugro extended in the year 2000 its leading position in the global market for airborne geophysics (the
measuring of ground characteristics from the air,
servicing primarily the mining and oil and gas
markets).
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Key figures

2000

1999

Dfl.

€

Dfl.

€

Turnover

1,571.1

712.9

1,204.9

546.8

Net revenue

1,019.8

462.7

816.8

370.7

Operating result

162.4

73.7

136.2

61.8

Cash flow

188.6

85.6

170.2

77.2

Net result

101.4

46.0

89.7

40.7

1,046.2

474.7

838.5

380.5

230.8

104.7

245.6

111.4

R e s u l t (in millions)

C a p i t a l (in millions)

Total assets
Group’s equity
Solvency (%)1)

22.1

Solvency (%)2)

43.1

–

Return on shareholders’ equity (%)

42.7

44.9

29.3

A s s e t s (in millions)

Tangible fixed assets

265.6

120.5

251.3

114.0

Investments (both replacement and acquisition)

108.0

49.0

82.2

37.3

87.2

39.6

80.5

36.5

Depreciation
Data per share

3)

(x Dfl. 1.–)

Capital and reserves

18.53

8.41

20.22

9.18

Operating results

13.04

5.92

11.22

5.09

Cash flow

15.14

6.87

14.02

6.36

Net result

8.14

3.69

7.39

3.35

Dividend

3.00

1.36

2.70

1.23

Share price: year end

151.51

68.75

81.32

36.90

Share price: highest

157.01

71.25

87.93

39.90

Share price: lowest

82.09

37.25

36.14

16.40

2.5

4.4

At year end

12,762

12,612

Average

12,458

12,144

5,756

5,114

Average dividend yield (%)
I s s u e o f n o m i n a l s h a r e s (thousands)

Number of employees

At year end

1)

After providing for a cash dividend of 50% in 2000 (in 1999 and 1998 25%, in 1997 100%).

2)

Subordinated convertible debenture bond treated as group’s equity.

3)

Unlike preceding years the figures for the years 1999 and 2000 have been calculated based
upon the weighted average number of outstanding shares.
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Five years’ review

(x Dfl. 1 mln.)
Turnover
1,750
1,400
1,050

1998
Dfl.

1997
€

Dfl.

1996
€

Dfl.

700

€

350
0
1996

1,274.2

578.2

1,062.4

482.1

827.0

375.3

839.5

380.9

682.6

309.8

555.2

251.9

135.9

61.7

101.8

46.2

57.1

25.9

163.2

74.1

133.7

60.7

87.0

39.5

83.3

37.8

68.5

31.1

35.3

16.0

1997

1998

1999

2000

1998

1999

2000

1998

1999

2000

1998

1999

2000

Net revenue
1,250
1,000
750
500

744.9

338.0

638.0

289.5

476.6

216.3

250

208.2

94.5

176.8

80.2

137.7

62.5

0

28.0

27.7

28.9

–

–

–

48.8

50.7

31.4

1996

1997

Cash flow
200
160

238.4

108.2

206.0

93.5

151.0

68.5

135.5

61.5

128.3

58.2

59.5

27.0

79.9

36.3

65.2

29.6

51.7

23.5

120
80
40
0

16.80

7.62

14.55

6.60

11.99

5.44

11.44

5.19

8.68

3.94

5.07

2.30

13.74

6.23

11.41

5.18

7.73

3.51

7.01

3.18

5.85

2.65

3.14

1.42

2.50

1.13

2.20

1.00

1.50

0.68

44.00

19.97

61.80

28.04

30.70

13.93

96.90

43.97

73.00

33.13

32.70

14.84

35.80

16.25

30.30

13.75

17.00

7.71

3.8

4.3

5.9

1996

1997

Net result
125
100
75
50
25
0
1996

12,170

11,918

11,513

12,044

11,716

11,512

1997

Net result per share (x Dfl. 1.–)
10
8

5,136

4,429

4,222

6
4
2
0
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000
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Fugro’s activities and market s

Geotechnical services

Major clients

Market

Market position

onshore

Government, industry and con-

Local/regional markets

Strong regional position, varying
per country/region

struction contractors
offshore

Oil and gas companies, tele-

Global market

Strong leading position

Global market

Leading position

Local/regional markets

Strong regional position, varying

communication companies

Surveying services
offshore

Oil and gas companies, telecommunication companies

onshore

Government, industry and con-

per country/region

struction contractors
airborne

Mining and oil and gas

Global market

Strong leading position

Global market

Strong position in niches

companies
onshore positioning

Agriculture, mining

The different business units are engaged in the
following activities:

• oceanography;
• seismic survey and gravity measurements for the oil
and gas industry.

Onshore geotechnical services

• probing, drilling and measuring;

Onshore surveying services

• quality testing of construction materials;

• mapping;

• laboratory and environmental testing;

• applications of geographical information systems;

• consultancy and design assignments related to foun-

• photogrammetry;

dations for buildings, infrastructure projects, indus-

• geographic registration (FLI-MAP).

trial complexes and land reclamation.
Airborne surveying services
Offshore geotechnical services

• seabed soil investigations;
• advising on foundations for offshore structures, tunnels, bridges and harbour construction;
• collecting data for a variety of purposes including the
laying of underwater pipelines and communications

• collection of geophysical data (including use of
advanced magnetic, gamma ray-spectrometer and
electromagnetic methods);
• mineral location and saline layer detection;
• oil and gas exploration;
• environmental studies.

cables;
• monitoring large constructions such as offshore platforms, bridges and tunnels.

Onshore positioning services

• maintenance of the infrastructure of the Group’s
satellite positioning system;

Offshore surveying services

• geophysical and site surveys related to the positioning of drilling platforms;
• route surveys for pipelines and underwater cables;
• positioning services above water (Starfix) and underwater (acoustic);
• surveying services for construction projects at sea,
generally using dynamically positioned (DP) vessels
and ROVs (Remote Operated Vehicles – unmanned
underwater vehicles);
• annual inspections of pipelines;
6
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• promoting and developing Fugro’s OmniSTAR (for
agriculture, mineral exploitation and collection of
GIS data, etc.) and SeaSTAR (for the general maritime
market such as commercial shipping, ferries and fishing boats, etc.) services;
• supporting professional users on land, at sea and in
the air.

The Fugro Group in Australia

Associated Surveys was formed in Perth, Western

This was followed by other contracts relating to older

Australia, in 1964 to provide mapping and land survey-

platforms in Bass Strait. Here the company first used

ing services. Managing Director Grey Roughan joined in

acoustic signals for making accurate underwater

1971, making him the longest serving employee with his

measurements. This in turn led to expansion overseas.

30th anniversary coming up this year.

The company became well represented in offshore

In the late 1960s Associated Surveys undertook its
first major marine survey for the newly planned iron ore

exploration and producing fields throughout South East
Asia including Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand.

port of Port Hedland, including the route for a deep
water shipping channel. That experience put us in a good

In 1991 Associated Surveys joined the Fugro Group.

position to win business created by the extensive development of offshore oil and gas production on the North
West Shelf from 1977.

Today much of the sophisticated equipment and processing software is developed in house by a fifteen person

Our first major contract was a reconnaissance survey

research and development group located in Perth. This

for Woodside Petroleum’s gas pipeline from the Rankin

group also provides support for Fugro survey activities

field to a liquefaction plant on the Burup peninsular. The

worldwide. The Group’s projects include data processing,

survey included not only choosing the route of the

integrated data logging, real time navigational data pro-

gasline and the position of proposed structures but also

cessing and generation of bathymetric positioning data.

investigating the seabed’s physical characteristics to

The Fugro Group is not just a business enterprise.

ensure it was strong enough to support production plat-

We also pride ourselves on being a good corporate citizen

forms and friable enough to allow pipelines to be buried.

with our highest priority placed on the well being and

That and subsequent similar contracts propelled

safety of our staff and on minimising any adverse affect

Associated Surveys into a new league with further work

of our activities on the environment. In addition Fugro

on the site of the gas liquefaction plant and infra-

proudly supports a number of non-profit activities in the

structure.

community. For the past three years Fugro has sponsored
the reconstruction of the Duyfken replica. The original
Duyfken was the first European vessel to land in
Australia.
The year 2001 sees the centenary of the formation of
Australia as a nation. In 1901 the six colonies agreed to
form a federation creating the only nation in the world
The boardmembers of the Australian offices.

to occupy a whole continent. Therefore this Fugro
Annual Report features Australia and showcases the
group’s activities down-under.
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What’s it like on the sea floor?

Fugro Marine also provides accurate acoustic
positioning information both for surface vessels
and underwater structures. Other services include
surveys and information needed for accurate
dredging of shipping channels and routes for
communication cables.
The Mermaid Raider (top photograph) leaves
Sydney Harbour ready to survey a cable route for the
Sydney to Aukland, New Zealand, sector of a
We know less about the ocean floor than we do

transpacific cable.

about the surface of the moon. And it’s not much
easier to get there. Petroleum exploration companies

Fugro Marine equips charter ships to collect geo-

are moving into deeper and deeper water and

physical route data and geotechnical data from the

demanding more survey data to help plan their

seabed up to 2,000 metres deep. This route planning

operations.

allows cables to be safely buried out of reach of other
seabed activities, such as deep sea trawling.

Fugro Marine, managed by Bill Russell-Cargil,
provides surveying and positioning services to
marine exploration companies, and business has
increased as the level of offshore gas and petroleum
exploration has grown.
Services provided by Fugro Marine include sea
bed surveys prior to drilling. These include geotechnical investigations so that engineers can work out
how best to anchor and support drilling structures
and can design foundations for permanent seabed
structures.
We provide survey support during construction
of platforms and other permanent structures and
carry out detailed surveys of potential pipeline
routes.

8
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Ta r g e t s , s t r a t e g y a n d p o l i c y

General

Fugro considers a balance between its various activities to be of strategic importance. In broad terms, Fugro

of business risks. For shareholders this results in the
desired objective being a structural increase in earnings
per share.

is striving for an equal division between services related
to the oil and gas industry and those related to other

So that growth will continue and to broaden its

markets, and between offshore and onshore activities.

activity base, Fugro is still searching for a third core

The range of related services remains essential in order

activity that is closely related to its current core activities

to reduce vulnerability to market fluctuations.

and which fulfils Fugro’s specific conditions. This
evaluation led to the acquisition of the airborne survey

Within its existing activities Fugro is striving for

activities at the end of 1999 and the beginning of 2000.

robust, but controlled, growth of turnover and profit.

These activities fit extremely well within the service

Profit margins vary per activity and per division

package but do not, due to their size, constitute the

depending on the specific market circumstances and

desired third core activity.

related investment risks. On average, the target profit
margin is higher for the more risky and capital intensive

Co-operation and advantages of scale

offshore activities than for the onshore activities. Fugro’s

Effective co-operation between the various group

target margin is achieved through a number of strategic

units and critical mass are deciding factors for success in

policy initiatives:

carrying out major assignments. This is one of the rea-

• by promoting co-operation and achieving scale

sons for Fugro to stimulate co-operation in technological

advantages within the group;
• by continuously improving the service provided to

renewal through combining existing knowledge and
broadening its investment base. In addition, by inte-

clients partly through constant attention to research

grating information systems and taking advantage of the

and development;

benefits of large-scale operation, better service can be

• by reinforcing existing strong market positions and

given to clients. Finally, capacity utilisation is improved

reacting positively and flexibly to developments in

by exchanging material and manpower and by extending

new growth markets;

staff training.

• through acquisitions to strengthen or acquire
regional market positions or in order to obtain valuable technology.

Research and development

Fugro never ceases to seek for ways of improving its
service to clients. Co-operation with clients plays an

Over the past few years, Fugro’s target net profit

important role and many new ideas are generated within

margin has been 6.0 – 6.5% of turnover. Fugro has now

the framework of joint development projects, of which

set itself the new target of achieving a net profit margin

the development of specific measuring equipment plays

of 7.5 – 8.0% within the next few years. This target should

an important role.

be achievable with the Group at its current size and occupying its current market positions. The combination of
professional and specialised staff, technology (often
developed in-house) and related high-value services is
providing more and more added value for clients. In
addition, Fugro continues to focus on achieving dominant positions in niche markets. A broad basis, both in
activity and geographical terms, ensures a clear control

10
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Maintaining market positions and new growth
markets

Fugro’s strategy is based on holding and, wherever
possible, improving its existing, strong market positions
in among others the offshore oil, gas and cable sectors
and in the airborne geophysical survey market. Fugro,
therefore, considers it extremely important that the
Group offers a complete and extensive package of services. Growth, either autonomous or through acquisitions,
in every sector is, therefore, an element of its strategy.
Acquisitions

In general, several acquisitions are completed each
year. In most cases the objective is to strengthen or
acquire positions in regional markets with good growth
potential, or to acquire exceptional technology. All
acquisitions are evaluated based on criteria relating not
only to financial aspects but also, for example, to:
• added-value for Fugro;
• growth potential;
• relating to Fugro’s activities;
• a leading position in a niche market or region;
• technical and management qualities;
• risk profile.

11
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Risk profile

Activity portfolio

Foreign currency exchange rates

Fugro’s risk management policy focuses on a long-

As most of Fugro’s income in local currencies is used

term view of activities. Its core activities show, on the

for local payments the risk of cash losses due to currency

one hand, a large degree of cohesion but, on the other

exchange rate fluctuations is very low. Fugro’s interna-

hand, target highly diverse markets, clients and regions.

tional monetary streams are limited and are generally in

Services related to the cable, oil and gas market form a

US dollars or related currencies as are the receivables

major element of offshore activities. Other activities

and liabilities. Changes in exchange rates may influence

depend on developments in markets such as infrastruc-

the balance sheet and result.

ture, building, and mining.
The cohesion between the various activities, the wide
geographical spread, the diversity of clients, the solid
anchoring of market positions and the size of the Group
moderate positive and negative cyclical influences.
Order stream

To carry out its assignments Fugro has at its disposal
highly trained staff and sophisticated equipment. A hiatus in the flow of orders can lead to temporary underutilisation of capacity. A major portion of Fugro’s work
comprises short-term orders, which are increasingly
awarded on the basis of long-term preferred supplier
agreements. A large and varied client-base contributes to
Fugro’s independence and improves stability.
Capacity planning

Some of Fugro’s surveying activities precede investment by clients and are, therefore, at the beginning of
the activity or investment cycle. In such cases changes in
market conditions are only apparent at the last minute
and Fugro’s activities are the first to feel the effects.
For this reason Fugro remains constantly alert for signals
that could indicate any changes in demand.
The weather and the availability of vessels play a role
especially for offshore activities. Fugro’s objective is to
create a well balanced fleet in which 40% of the available
ships are Group owned, around 40% are on long-term
charter and the remainder are chartered for the shortterm.

12
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Information for shareholders

Important dates in 2001

16 March 2001

Publication of the 2000 Annual Report, press conference and analysts’ meeting

10 May 2001

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders in Leidschendam

5 June 2001

Determination and publication of the optional dividend in (certificates of) shares
(after close of business on the stock exchange)

7 June 2001

Payment of the 2000 dividend

End June/early July 2001

Press release regarding developments in the first half of 2001

18 August 2001

Publication of 2001 half-yearly report and announcement of profit forecast for
2001, press conference and analysts meeting

End November/
early December 2001

Press release regarding developments in the second half of 2001

8 February 2002

Press release regarding the preliminary results for 2001

Listing on the stock exchange

Fugro share certificates (depository receipts of shares)

Share/certificate holders holding more than 5%

At the end of February 2001, the following share/cer-

are listed on the Euronext N.V. in Amsterdam, where the

tificate holders with an interest of 5% or more were

convertible subordinated bond has also been traded

known to Fugro:

since May 2000.

Fortis N.V. (certificates)

As far as is known, about 62% of the certificates are

7.54 %

ING Verzekeringen N.V. (including certificates)

6.98 %

NPM Capital N.V. (including certificates)

7.72 %

held by foreign investors, mainly from the UK and the

Orange Deelnemingen Fund N.V. (certificates)

USA.

Stichting Administratiekantoor Fugro

79.61 %

5.17 %

Woestduin N.V. (including certificates)

8.00 %

Changes to share capital

The number of issued shares rose from 12,612,351 at
the end of 1999 to 12,761,999 at the end of 2000 due to
the issue of 149,648 shares for the 1999 optional divi-

Independence

While carrying out its assignments Fugro may have

dend, as over 60% of shareholders opted for a dividend in

access to clients’ extremely confidential information,

(certificates of) shares (1999: 80%).

which means that Fugro can only carry out its activities
whilst its independence can be guaranteed. For this rea-

More data per share can be found on page 4 and 5
(Key Figures).

son the safeguards the Group employs include the following:
• only share certificates not entitled to voting rights

Dividend policy

Fugro strives for a dividend amounting to 30 – 50% of
the net result from normal business operations. The

are listed on Euronext N.V. in Amsterdam;
• Fugro may issue protective preference shares to third
parties.

shareholder may choose between a dividend entirely in
cash or entirely in (certificates of) shares charged to the
tax-free share premium reserve.

The restricted convertible certificates are issued by
Stichting Administratiekantoor Fugro and the
Stichting’s management exercises the voting rights of
the underlying shares in such a way that the interests of

13
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the Group, its associated companies and all stakeholders
are safeguarded as far as is possible.

Of all the options issued from 1996 to 2000 inclusive,
45.6% were still outstanding on 31 December. These
options give rights to 381,950 shares. As of 31 December
2000, 226,400 new options (exercise price € 68.75, com-

Certificate holders may:
• after the timely deposition of their certificates,

mencing date 1 January 2001) had been granted to a total

attend and speak at shareholders’ meetings;

of 338 employees. Of these options 26% had been granted

• as long as they are natural persons, exchange their

to the directors of the company.

certificates for ordinary shares up to a maximum of
1% of the share capital.

At the end of 2000, the number of shares re-purchased by the Company amounted to 191,622. These

In addition, in 1999 the General Meeting of

shares are held for the purposes of the option scheme

Shareholders approved the granting to the Stichting

and are not entitled to dividend. The exercise of options

Continuïteit Fugro in the Dutch Antilles the option to

outstanding at the end of 2000, including the options

acquire preference shares in Fugro Consultants

issued in December, could - after using the re-purchased

International N.V. (holding company for the foreign sub-

shares - lead to the share capital being increased by a

sidiaries) and Fugro Financial International N.V. (the

maximum of 3.3%. During the first two months of 2001

holding company for the financing companies).

10,700 options were exercised.

Participations and options

Further information about options is given on

As far as is known, about 10.1% of the shareholders’

page 60 (Share capital).

equity (and an unknown number of depositary receipts)
is held by directors, management and staff. Options are
granted once a year for an exercise price that is equal to
the stock exchange price of the shares at the end of the
year.

Certificate price and volume trend (in euros)

(since introduction in April 1992 until February 2001)

Highest and lowest

80

2,500

64

2,000

48

1,500

32

1,000

16

500

closing-prices per month
in euros.
(Bar diagram, scale left).

Trade on Euronext N.V.,
including duplicate transactions (x 1,000).
(Line diagram, scale right).
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0
1992

0
1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

Data per share

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

Net result (x Dfl. 1,–)

8.14

7.39

7.01

5.85

3.14

Dividend (x Dfl. 1,–)

3.00

2.70

2.50

2.20

1.50

Dividend/net result

36.9%

36.5%

35.7%

37.6%

47.8%

Dividend in shares

–

60%

82%

80%

85%

Dividend in cash

–

40%

18%

20%

15%

Investor Relations

tion regulations and the lapsing of enclosure IX of the

In addition to the dates set out in the agenda, every

Stock Exchange Regulations. In addition to these regula-

year in March/April and August/September presentations

tions several hundred employees within the Group are

for analysts and investors are given in Amsterdam,

bound by internal regulations – the ‘Model code to pre-

London, Edinburgh, Paris, New York, Boston and New

vent the misuse of inside information’. The restrictions

Orleans. Contact with investors and analysts is main-

placed on the employees to whom these regulations

tained through discussions and presentations. Fugro also

apply include not being allowed to trade in Fugro shares

offers information on its website: www.fugro.com.

during closed periods and the reporting each quarter of
their transactions.

Prevention of misuse of inside knowledge

The introduction of the new Article 46 and subsequent Articles of the Supervision of Stock Transactions
Act 1995 has led to the introduction to inside informa-

Spread of shareholding outside the Netherlands (x 1,000)

United Kingdom

Netherlands Antilles

Switzerland

United States of America

Denmark

France

Luxemburg

Belgium

Other

8,000

6,400

4,800

3,200

1,600

0
Mid ’96

End ’96

Mid ’97

End ’97

Mid ’98

End ’98

Mid ’99

End ’99

Mid ’00

End ’00
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Where on earth are we?

That won’t happen again. Even the paddocks on
Australian farms are big enough to get lost in. In
Watheroo, 200 km north of Perth, a farmer uses
OmniSTAR DGPS not just to find his way, but to
farm his land with precision. Accurate positioning
ensures that no part of his paddock gets missed
when he applies chemicals and equally important,
no part of his crop gets a double dose.
Moreover by using his Geographic Information
For two hundred years this cry has echoed

System he can integrate records of crops grown,

through the Australian Outback. After food, water

yields and chemicals applied over a period of years.

and clothing, the need to know where we are is fun-

He can use that information to vary his application

damental to human welfare. And in hostile climates

rate over the paddock so that fertile areas of soil get

it is essential to safety.

less fertiliser and infertile areas more help to grow
bumper crops.

OmniSTAR, a Fugro subsidiary, led by
Managing Director Gavin Abbott, provides accurate
global positioning almost anywhere in the world.
Based on the US military GPS satellites, OmniSTAR
uses some 90 ground reference stations to improve
the accuracy of GPS from ± 15 metres to a few centimetres.
In the Perth, Western Australia, network control
centre – one of three worldwide – Peter Blake and
Clive Havoroon provide 24-hour coverage. They
monitor system errors in the GPS and broadcast
correction data to users nearly world wide. This
super-accurate system is known as DGPS.
A prospector goes awandering … with a portable
GPS system on his back. He paces the hills of the
Burup peninsular, site of Woodside Petroleum’s vast
natural gas liquefaction plant. Any landmark he
notes, any rock he samples, will be accurately plotted
so he can return to it at will. When Harold Lasseter
discovered a 15km gold bearing reef in central
Australia in 1923 he had no GPS system, and he was
never able to find his way back to the site.
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From farming, to surveying, to prospecting
OmniSTAR DGPS tells you exactly where you are.
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Standing from left to right: P. Crawford, J.A.C. King and Dr P. Winsemius
In front: Drs M.W. Dekker, F.H. Schreve and B.E. Stallworth

Supervisory Board

F.H. Schreve (1942), Chairman
P. Crawford (1951)

Executive Directors and Members of the Board of
Management

G-J. Kramer (1942), President and Chief Executive Officer

M.W. Dekker (1938)
J.A.C. King (1933)

K.S. Wester (1946), Director

B.E. Stallworth (1932)

Group activities onshore geotechnical services

P. Winsemius (1942)
P. Blacker (1954)
Group activities airborne geophysics and positioning services
J.E. Kasparek (1942)
North and South America
J.S. Perrin (1941)
Finance and administration
Mr. Perrin will retire from Fugro on 1 July 2001. He will
be replaced by the Group Controller, Mr. A. Jonkman
J. Ruegg (1944)
Group activities offshore survey
F.E. Toolan (1944)
Group activities offshore geotechnical services and onshore
survey
Group Controller

A. Jonkman (1954)
Mr. Jonkman will be replaced by Mr. R.H. Diederen (1958) with
effect from 1 June 2001
Company Secretary

H.H.A. Neuman (1956)
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Report of the Super visor y Board

To the shareholders

It gives us great pleasure to offer you the Report of
the Board of Management and Annual Accounts for 2000.

reporting were discussed with the external auditor. The
audit committee met twice in the presence of the external auditor and paid specific attention to the results, risk
analysis, reporting and the administrative organisation.

Despite the fact that the recovery of the oil and gas

The remuneration committee’s decisions included the

market activities remained slow, once again it has been a

remuneration of the directors and the option scheme.

good year for Fugro. This was, in part, due to Fugro’s
strategy in which flexibility and the spread of activities

During the General Meeting of Shareholders on

across different market segments and regions are essen-

10 May 2000 Mr. P. Winsemius was appointed. We are

tial elements. The results of the onshore, positioning and

delighted that he has joined our Supervisory Board

cable activities were excellent.

because of his considerable management input and
extensive experience. In accordance with the four-year

As far as the profit appropriation is concerned, we

rotation schedule, the terms of Messrs. Dekker, King and

endorse the Board of Management’s proposal, as set out

Crawford will end during the forthcoming Annual

on page 23, for a dividend per ordinary share (certificate)

Meeting of Shareholders. All three have expressed their

comprising either a cash payment of Dfl. 3.00 or a settle-

willingness to be re-appointed and the Supervisory Board

ment in (certificates of) shares whichever the share-

will propose that they be re-appointed.

holder prefers.
We should like to express our thanks to the staff and
The Annual Accounts for 2000 are accompanied by

management of Fugro. We value their flexibility and the

an unqualified auditors’ report. We propose that you

creativity that they have demonstrated and their efforts.

approve the Annual Accounts and Reports during the

The Group’s foundations have been strengthened and

General Meeting of Shareholders on 10 May 2001 and dis-

broadened, in part, by the complementary activities

charge the Board of Management for its management in

acquired during the year. We can look towards the

2000 and the Supervisory Board for its supervision in

future with a great deal of confidence.

2000.
Leidschendam, 2 March 2001
In 2000, the Supervisory Board met five times with
the Board of Management in accordance with a fixed

F.H. Schreve, Chairman

schedule. In addition, several informal contacts took

P. Crawford

place between Board members and with the manage-

M.W. Dekker

ment. Important issues discussed during the meetings

J.A.C. King

with the Board of Management were defining the goals,

B.E. Stallworth

the development of key personnel, implementing the

P. Winsemius

strategy, general business development and prospects,
proposed acquisitions and investments in technological
developments and the possibilities for further improvement of risk management. The dynamics in the markets
were discussed during every meeting. Issues such as the
functioning of the Board of Management and the
Supervisory Board were discussed in the absence of the
Board of Management. The audit and the financial
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Report of the Board of Management

ment of results, strengthened Fugro’s financial position
still further, allowing the implementation of the Group’s
strategy to be given a further boost.
Acquisitions enabled a dominant position to be
obtained in the global market for airborne geophysics.
At the end of 1999 and the beginning of 2000, Fugro took
the first important steps with the acquisition of three
companies in Canada and Australia. In April and June
the activities were reinforced by the acquisition of
Geodass and the activities of Aircraft Operating
G-J. Kramer,

K.S. Wester,

Company Holdings (Pty) Limited, both based in South

President and Chief

Director

Africa. These activities, which together generate a turn-

Executive Officer

over of around Dfl. 98 million, have been incorporated
into the Surveying Services Division.

GENERAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

In 2000 Fugro again took a number of important

Schedules of all acquisitions can be found in the divisional reports.

steps. The organisation was broadened further through
acquisitions, deepened through the extension of existing

During the year the steamlining and merging of the

specialist knowledge and its financial position was sig-

onshore activities acquired in France during 1999 was

nificantly strengthened.

started. In the field of onshore geotechnical services,
Fugro has now acquired a leading position in France.

Turnover rose by 30.4% to Dfl. 1,571.1 million and net
profit by 13.0% to Dfl. 101.4 million. The year was charac-

Throughout the year Fugro signed a number of exten-

terised by the continuing slow recovery of investment by

sive and significant contracts with clients, one of the

oil and gas clients and the excellent results of the

largest being an agreement with TyCom Ltd. This con-

onshore, positioning and cable activities. Costs were

tract is for the first phase of a seabed survey for a global

restrained wherever possible and investment levels were

optical fibre network, and is notable for its involvement

matched on a segment by segment basis to market

of many Fugro disciplines. The underwater cable market

developments and to a strategic perspective.

is one to which Fugro has applied itself in recent years.
Fugro has specialist knowledge of this sector and has

During the year Fugro clearly reaped the benefits of
its flexible organisational structure, diversity of activi-

introduced new technologies which have improved data
collection, processing and reporting to clients.

ties and broad geographical spread. The significant drop
in the turnover and results of the offshore seismic explo-

In Mexico, Fugro, as a joint-venture partner, signed a

ration activities was compensated by an increase in other

large contract with the national oil company – PEMEX.

activities. In particular Fugro profited from the

This involves carrying out integrated studies for new

favourable underwater cable market in which excess

platforms and surveying for pipeline routes in the Bay of

Group capacity in the offshore oil and gas market was

Campeche.

utilised. On the whole onshore activities increased
worldwide.
At the end of March 2000 Fugro issued a subordinated
convertible debenture bond of € 100 million with a term
of five years. This bond, together with the good develop-
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Distribution of turnover per service (Dfl. millions)

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

Onshore

416

346

316

277

310

Offshore

202

118

173

157

115

618

464

489

434

425

Offshore

697

607

661

527

315

Onshore

101

86

87

74

70

Airborne

98

0

0

0

0

Onshore positioning

57

48

37

27

17

953

741

785

628

402

1,571

1,205

1,274

1,062

827

Geotechnical Services

Surveying Services

Total

FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENTS

Permanent staff costs rose by 22.7% primarily due to
acquisitions.

Turnover

In 2000 turnover rose by 30.4% to Dfl. 1,571.1 million,

Depreciation costs rose by 8.3% and amounted to

compared with a turnover of Dfl. 1,204.9 for 1999. This

Dfl. 87.2 million.

increase can be analysed as follows:
Autonomous

10.9 %

Acquisitions airborne group
Acquisitions other

Other operating costs rose by 44.2% to Dfl. 227.8 mil-

6.8 %

lion.

2.1 %

Currency exchange effects

10.6 %

Interest and taxes

Net interest charges amounted to Dfl. 20.1 million.
30.4%

This was, in part, due to the floating of a subordinated
convertible debenture bond.

Costs

At 27.8% tax charges were slightly lower than in
Third party costs and other external costs rose by

1999 (28.4%).

42.1% and amounted to Dfl. 551.2 million.

Operating result (x Dfl. 1 mln.)

Net result (x Dfl. 1 mln.)

175

125

140

100

105

75

70

50

35

25

0

0
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000
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Geographical distribution of turnover (Dfl. millions)

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

The Netherlands

223

183

197

196

145

Europe excluding the Netherlands

452

420

453

363

235

North and South America

501

342

360

269

271

Asia and Australia

314

215

202

183

156

81

45

62

51

20

1,571

1,205

1,274

1,062

827

Near East, Middle East, Africa

Total

Net result

Any goodwill from acquisitions is, in accordance with

The net result after deducting third party interests in

accounting principles generally used in the Netherlands,

the profit of subsidiary companies amounted to

charged directly to shareholders’ equity. As reporting

Dfl. 101.4 million (1999: Dfl. 89.7 million). This amounts

regulations are in the process of changing, an appropri-

to Dfl. 8.14 per share (1999: Dfl.7.39).

ate treatment of goodwill will be adopted as from
1 January 2001. In principle, Fugro acquires companies

Cash flow and investments

as long-term investments. Therefore, for most acquisi-

In 2000, the total cash flow from operations amount-

tions applying a period of some 20-years for the amortisa-

ed to Dfl. 188.6 million (1999: Dfl. 170.2 million), equal to

tion of goodwill, is acceptable.

Dfl. 15.14 per share (1999: Dfl. 14.02).
Against which, net investments amounted to
Dfl. 108.0 million (1999: Dfl. 82.2 million).
Goodwill

Goodwill on acquisitions amounted to Dfl. 82.5 million (1999: Dfl. 77.8 million) and comprised the amount
paid over and above the value of the asset plus provisions
for reorganisations and adjustment to Fugro’s accounting principles. The table shows the goodwill incurred in
the period 1980-2000.
year

goodwill paid

year

in Dfl. million
1980-1986

goodwill paid
in Dfl. million

–

1994

88.7

1987

0.7

1995

11.4

1988

1.1

1996

6.6

1989

0.3

1997

39.9

1990

1.6

1998

37.2

1991

37.6

1999

77.8

1992

31.0

2000

82.5

1993

6.3

Goodwill paid (x Dfl. 1 mln.)
100
80
60
40
20
0
'87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00
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Balance sheet ratios

The investment in intangible assets, such as research

Shareholders may indicate their dividend preference
by 1 June 2001. The number of (certificates of) shares

and development or software, is charged to the profit

entitled to one new share (certificate) will be determined

and loss account. Many tangible fixed assets, including

on 5 June based on the average share price at the close of

vessels, equipment and survey and geotechnical instru-

business of the Euronext Stock Exchange on the preced-

ments are depreciated relatively fast.

ing three days. To arrive at a whole number a maximum
of 5% of the share price will be added or deducted. The

At the end of March 2000 Fugro issued a subordinated

date the dividend will be made payable is 7 June 2001.

convertible debenture bond of € 100 million with a term
of five years at an interest rate of 4.75%. Due to this loan

PERSONNEL AND ORGANISATION

and to good results solvency at the end of 2000, amounted to 43%, (1999: 29%). The increase is a consequence, in
part, of accounting for the subordinated bond as risk

Organisation structure

Fugro’s organisational structure is flat. The Board of

bearing capital. Shareholders’ equity, excluding the sub-

Management is responsible for Group policy, strategy,

ordinated bond, amounted to Dfl. 231.8 million. At the

acquisitions and internal coordination. The function of

end of 2000 the current ratio amounted to 1.4 (1999: 1.1).

the holding company is to handle matters which, for rea-

Working capital rose by Dfl. 171 million to Dfl. 204 mil-

sons of efficiency, high-value specialisation or financing,

lion. These figures are after treating the proposed divi-

are most appropriately handled centrally. The philoso-

dend as if 50% were to be taken as a stock dividend and

phy is that the operating companies should be as inde-

50% were to be taken in cash.

pendent as possible within the framework of Group
strategy. Delegation is inherent in the Group’s culture.

The value of the seismic survey data library is shown

Where appropriate for the client cooperative links are

on the balance sheet under the heading ‘Stocks and work

created between, or within, divisions. Partly as a result of

in progress’. Such a data library is characteristic of com-

new and increasingly complex and integrated projects,

panies that carry out exploratory surveys and contains

synergy develops naturally and, at the same time, prof-

information of value to clients. No data acquired before

itability is enhanced. In addition, the creativity and

1998 is included on the balance sheet. Full amortisation

involvement of the organisation as a whole is stimulated

is achieved by Fugro within 3 years, rather than within

while the individual’s opportunities for professional

the 4 years prevailing in the seismic industry.

challenge and self-development increase. Thus Fugro’s
structure safeguards market orientation, provides short

The euro

From the 2001 annual report onwards, Fugro will
report the group’s figures entirely in euros. The move to

lines of communication, a large measure of flexibility
and provides all concerned with maximum room for
development.

the euro is not of significance for Fugro as it already
works with a variety of currencies.

Human resources policy

For Fugro anticipating developments in the current,
DIVIDEND PROPOSAL

We propose that a dividend of Dfl. 3.00 per ordinary

stretched labour market is essential. Due to economic
growth labour is a scarce commodity, which means that

share (1999: Dfl. 2.70) be paid, at the shareholder’s

potential new employees have a choice of opportunities

choice, by way of either:

and their demands are high. Fugro’s policy remains

• cash; or

aimed at attracting well qualified personnel – contacts

• (certificates of) ordinary shares.

with universities are good – and offering them the opportunity to develop further. A proper internal career devel-

The proposed dividend corresponds to a dividend per-

opment is still essential in order to retain quality person-

centage of 35.3% of the net result from normal business

nel and specific skills within the organisation. In addi-

operations.

tion, Fugro has a world-wide pool of part -time freelance
contractors who are employed by Fugro regularly on a
project basis.
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Personnel data

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

Average number of employees during the year

5,492

4,910

5,089

4,408

4,181

Turnover per employee (Dfl. 000)

286.1

245.4

250.4

241.0

197.8

Turnover own services per employee (Dfl. 000)

185.7

166.4

165.0

154.9

132.8

The Netherlands

1,041

1,017

1,030

1,021

865

Europe excluding the Netherlands

1,122

1,216

1,181

890

772

North and South America

1,440

1,178

1,230

1,009

1,170

Asia and Australia

1,202

983

994

939

1,126

951

720

701

570

289

5,756

5,114

5,136

4,429

4,222

Geographical distribution at end of year

The Near East, the Middle East and Africa

Total at year end

As far as education and training is concerned, in the
Netherlands Fugro operates a special trainee programme

Flexible salary system and option scheme

Fugro is a company that encourages involvement,

for young engineers in which new employees become

stimulates effort and rewards results. Flexible salary sys-

acquainted with different elements of the organisation.

tems and an option scheme have been in place for many

In general, even for the higher functions, technical train-

years. Directors and staff are encouraged to own Fugro

ing is the most important aspect. But business skills and

shares. About 10.1 % of Fugro’s issued shares is held by

management techniques are becoming increasingly

employees and staff. Options are granted each year for an

important. Fugro supports the development of talent

exercise price that is equal to the price on the stock

and management skills. This is reflected in the training

exchange at the end of the year. The options granted for

schemes of the operating companies; for specific courses

2001 have an exercise period of six years. Exercising

the business units work together.

option rights within three years is extremely unattractive for residents of the Netherlands and prohibited for

Staff pensions, and other such benefits are main-

option holders living abroad. Please refer to the informa-

tained and take local circumstances and regulations into

tion for shareholders on pages 13-15 and page 60 of the

account. Absence due to sickness is also monitored on an

Annual Accounts.

individual operating company basis. Considering the differences between the many countries in which Fugro is
active it would not be constructive to give a total picture
of all the human resources policies within the Group.

Safety, quality and the environment

Safeguarding health and safety when carrying out
projects is the primary concern, particularly when
Fugro’s activities are carried out in a potentially haz-

Flexibility through exchangeability is an important

ardous environment. Fugro also pays a great deal of

aspect of Fugro’s policy. To this end, wherever possible,

attention to quality. In Fugro’s view, quality should

the same systems are used throughout the Group and

apply not only to the service provided to clients; it should

shorter and longer term exchange programmes are

also apply to general standards and values, a people-

being developed. During 2000 a number of employees

friendly working environment and respect. Prevention

were asked to work in fields other than those for which

or reduction of any environmental damage is also a fun-

they were primarily employed. Therefore, capacity utili-

damental policy element. In this context Fugro follows a

sation remained high and allowed valuable employees to

code of behaviour that specifies standards with regard to

be retained. The total number of employees rose by 642.

health and safety, environmental policy, quality control,
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personnel policy, integrity and the maintaining of

enhancement of the quality of the exchange of infor-

Fugro’s good reputation.

mation with the client throughout a project.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MARKET DEVELOPMENT AND TRENDS

Ever improving and more precise data acquisition
and effective interpretation is possible only with state-ofthe-art equipment, most of which is tailored to solving a

The oil and gas market

During 2000, as in the previous year, the oil and gas

specific problem. Research and development, often in

market was characterised by the slow recovery of invest-

cooperation with the client, therefore plays a strategic

ments by clients despite the fact that the price of oil aver-

role within Fugro’s business operations. Once again

aged well over US$ 25 a barrel throughout the year. The

there were a number of major technological develop-

major cause of this development was the reorganisation

ments during the year of which the most important

and internal re-orientation resulting from oil and gas

were:

company mergers. This delayed the decision-making

• at the end of 1999 the GAMBAS® system, which meas-

process for the award of orders to suppliers. As Fugro

ures the soil properties in the top few metres of the

offers services for the various phases of oil and gas field

seabed, and is important for the installation of under-

development, this situation caused serious problems for

water cables, was introduced. In 2000 GAMBAS® went

some business units (principally offshore seismic explo-

into commercial operation and its water depth capa-

ration) whilst others were virtually unaffected. Fugro’s

bility is currently being extended;

activities and services in the oil and gas market range

• the introduction of Fugro’s Starfix.Plus satellite posi-

from surveying prior to a concession on a field being

tioning system, to eliminate the negative effects of

granted to the exploration, production and closure of a

sun-spot activity, proved successful. The reference sta-

field. Fugro is also characterised by its operational flexi-

tions necessary for this service have been upgraded

bility, whereby a significant portion of its capacity and

and Fugro now offers an effective solution in the geo-

staff can be utilised for a variety of markets. In 2000 this

graphical regions that have problems with this phe-

alternative manpower and materials’ option offered pos-

nomenon. Systems have been installed in West

sibilities particularly for seabed surveys for new telecom-

Africa, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, Central

munication cable routes.

South-East Asia and South America;
• the development and testing of CPT probing equip-

For Fugro the subdued oil and gas market particular-

ment which can be used in combination with conven-

ly affected exploration and the development of new

tional onshore drilling activities. This enables

fields. This situation changed for the better in the second

probing to be carried out at greater depths and

half of the financial year when an up-swing became

under harder soil layers;

apparent, for which there were a number of reasons. It

• the materials laboratory for testing geo-textiles in the

appeared that, for the time being at least, the massive

Netherlands was considerably extended. Applications

round of consolidations in the oil and gas industry

for these materials include road construction;

slowed down. Furthermore, it is predicted that the oil

• preparatory work for Autonomous Underwater

and gas companies will once again slowly, but surely,

Vehicles, AUVs. Using AUVs improves data quality

start developing new fields in order to meet the fast-

and efficiency. Fugro, Boeing and Oceaneering have

growing global demand for oil and related products,

signed an agreement for the joint development and

especially from the up-and-coming major economies

marketing of AUVs. In this way geophysical surveying

(China and South-East Asia). OPEC has instigated an

services down to ocean depths greater than three

active policy of stabilising oil prices by setting produc-

kilometres can be provided to the oil and gas and the

tion quotas, while the oil companies’ depleted reserves

telecommunications industries. The first AUV is

will need to be replenished. The assumption that, for the

expected to go into service during the second half of

short-term, oil prices will remain relatively high would

2001;

appear to be justified, especially when compared with

• protected internet websites, on which project data

the situation in the period 1998 to early 1999. This is

can be displayed, have been established for clients

partly due to bottlenecks in the production process.

(extra-net applications). The result is a considerable

Transporting facilities can also be a limiting factor
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(transport effect). In addition, the number of refineries
available to process the crude oil is decreasing due to

Positioning

• Positioning activities continued to develop well and

mergers, obsolescence and environmental considera-

were scarcely affected by the abolition of ‘Selective

tions (refining effect). Fugro is of the opinion that a (not

Availability’ (the capability of American authorities

too) high oil price will bolster Fugro’s activities, especial-

to vary the quality of transmission of the freely avail-

ly after taking into account the clear trend towards the

able GPS signal).

development of new fields in deeper waters.
There is a clear market trend towards clients orderOther market segments

Business developed extremely well in sectors other

ing as many as possible of a project’s various surveying
tasks over an increasingly broad spectrum from a single

than oil and gas particularly due to the following devel-

supplier. Fugro’s unique combination of activities, spe-

opments:

cialisms, equipment and technologies, as well as its size
and leading market positions, means that Fugro can

Onshore and coastal activities

• In the USA the robust development of turnover that

profit from this development to the full. This creates a
more robust base for technological development and

began in the previous financial year continued. In

more cooperation between the Group’s business units.

particular, a number of large infrastructure projects

The clustering of activities is particularly apparent in

were won.

large infrastructure projects. Fugro has considerably

• The European activities developed as predicted with

strengthened its position in this market throughout the

the exception of those in Germany where there was

world and has carried out major projects in many places

no further improvement. The Dutch market

for airports, land reclamation, harbour extension, rail-

remained good, particularly for large infrastructure

ways and tunnels.

projects.
• In the Far East good capacity utilisation was achieved
in Hong Kong, China and Singapore.
• Developments in the Middle East were not quite up to

POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS

In January Fugro signed a letter of intent that led to
the acquisition of Sial Geosciences Inc., a Canadian

expectations due to the subdued petrochemical

geophysical survey company with its head office in

industry.

Montreal, having an annual turnover of about 6 million
Canadian dollars (about Dfl. 9.5 million), 35 staff, 5 air-

Airborne geophysics

• In 2000 the newly acquired airborne geophysics activities attained critical mass and a dominant market
position. The activities have been integrated within

craft, 5 HEM heliborne Frequency Domain Systems and
its own data processing centre.
The acquisition will further strengthen the Fugro airborne survey presence in North America.

Fugro and from 2001 will be able to profit from the
many opportunities arising from cooperation within
Fugro and resulting from Fugro’s technological lead.

PROSPECTS

During the second half of 2000 signs of recovery
could be seen in the oil and gas sectors which are mar-

Telecommunications cables

• The market for route surveying for the design and

kets of importance for Fugro. If the average oil price
remains over US$ 15 a barrel it seems justifiable to

laying of intercontinental telecommunications

assume that the spending level of clients will recover still

cables along the seabed remains good. Fugro’s strong

further during 2001. Fugro will benefit from an improve-

market share continued to increase.

ment in market conditions. Major positive developments
are expected in the Middle East, West Africa, the Caspian
Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, South America and Asia.
In the other market sectors that are of importance for
Fugro the interest in the planning of land use is growing.
Thanks to its unique combination of activities, specialists and technologies, Fugro is in a good position to
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Backlog per end of year (Dfl. millions)

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

Definite

491.7

371.6

336.4

332.0

222.7

Probable

442.1

344.2

169.1

178.2

170.6

Total

933.8

715.8

505.5

510.2

393.3

Backlog comprises turnover for the coming twelve months and includes:
•

not yet started definite projects and the, as yet, unfinished elements of on-going projects;

•

projects that will very probably be awarded.

further expand its share in major infrastructure projects.

Contrary to previous years the backlog has been re-

In the USA and Canada further growth of Fugro’s

calculated from net revenue from own services to total

onshore and coastal activities is expected. The continued

turnover. In general, turnover from own services

recovery of the Southeast Asian economy is predicted.

accounts for two-thirds of the total turnover.

The first signs of recovery of the construction-related
activities should become apparent in the Middle East.

As in previous years, at this moment, it is not possible
to make a reliable forecast regarding turnover and profit

As expected, the market for intercontinental

development for the whole of 2001. A full recovery of the

telecommunication cables remains good. Thanks to its

seismic market is not expected as yet. The non-oil and gas

strong market position the prospects for Fugro in this

related activities are, however, developing well.

area are excellent.
Our forecast for the entire year will be published with
The positioning activities are expected to continue to

the interim report in August 2001.

improve their turnover and results. The demand for
extremely accurate systems, such as those offered by

Leidschendam, 2 March 2001

Fugro, is expected to increase. This is clearly seen as a
growth market.

G-J. Kramer, President and Chief Executive Officer
K.S. Wester, Director

The airborne geophysics activities will benefit from a
recovery in the oil and gas and minerals markets. The
results of these activities will improve because the consolidation of the acquired companies has resulted in an
operation of considerable size, improved cooperation
and a technological lead.
Most of Fugro’s surveying activities precede clients’
investments and activities. In addition, its activities are,
to a degree, seasonal in character and involve short-term
orders and a short lead-time between the order being
awarded and the work being carried out. Because of this,
market developments cannot always be ascertained in
the early stages of the financial year.
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What’s in our patch of dir t ?

When European settlers first arrived in
Australia they brought with them horses, cattle,
sheep, pigs, farm implements and surveying equipment. Oh, and about 1,100 convicts.

water supplies, salinity monitoring and the design
of roads, railways and pipelines. Recorders simulta-

Colonial settlers had an overwhelming urge and
need to survey and measure everything so they could

neously gather data from multiple channels for later
processing in Perth.

plan towns, cities, roads, farming properties and
eventually mines. So Gunter’s chains and dumpy
levels became the first instruments of colonisation.

Below, Daniel Sattel and Richard Lane use
Geographic Information Systems and three dimensional presentation software to interpret the

So accurate were early surveyors that when the

processed data. They use different colours for each

border between South Australia and Western

information channel and multiple overlays as they

Australia was re-surveyed using modern instru-

plot and correlate physical data from the airborne

ments, the error was less than 100 metres. Not bad

survey, providing information on the distribution of

considering the base stations are some 2,000 km

surface and sub-surface mineralisation, possible oil

away.

bearing structures and physical data used for environmental management, land use decisions and

The need to measure is as vital now as it was in

infrastructure design. Three dimensional images

1779 and 1901. But now Fugro Airborne Surveys, led

allow intuitive interpretation of data by showing

by Managing Director Steve Thomson, uses state-of-

the shape and location of inferred ore bodies and

the-art technology to ensure speed and accuracy and

geological structures.

to map features of the landscape and geology only
dreamed of by early explorers.

Fugro Airborne Surveys provides government
and businesses in the mining, petroleum exploration

In the top picture a Fugro Skyvan soars over

and construction industries with the most compre-

inhospitable country in Western Australia’s Pilbara

hensive and up-to-date range of airborne geophysi-

region. The aircraft is equipped with DGPS and an

cal survey technologies available anywhere in the

airborne profiling spectrometer as well as instru-

world.

ments for measuring gravity and the strength of the
magnetic field.
The extended nose and tail support long antennae which allow surveyors to measure the electrical
conductivity of rocks up to several hundred metres
below the surface. This provides valuable geological
data for pinpointing ore bodies, land use planning,
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Perth
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Geotechnical ser vices

In 2000 the following companies/activities were acquired:

name

country

business line

as of

Geocean Solmarine S.A.

France

Offshore geotechnical
services

January

Foundation Engineering Ltd.

Middle East

Onshore/coastal
geotechnical

Crystal Drilling N.V.

Belgium

Via NDT Inc.

USA

Business development

The geotechnical services division achieved a clearly

turnover
Dfl. mln.

employees

assets

–

June

9

140

Onshore geotechnical
services

November

2

10

Onshore geotechnical
services

November

3

15

In the Far East capacity utilisation in Hong Kong was
good partly due to a large award related to the construc-

higher turnover from its onshore activities; offshore the

tion of a new container terminal. Here there is a clear

increase was even greater. On balance turnover rose to

trend towards awarding project management in the con-

Dfl. 618 million (1999: Dfl. 464 million).

struction sector to private parties. In Singapore the
results were excellent and the prospects are good espe-

The operating result rose by 53% to Dfl. 66 million

cially for land reclamation projects. Developments in

(1999: Dfl. 43 million). This corresponds to a margin on

Thailand, where Fugro has minor interests, did not come

turnover of 11%. Expressed as a percentage of invested

up to expectations as the infrastructure market has yet

capital, the operating result amounted to 55%.

to recover.

Onshore geotechnical services

The major markets are Europe, the USA, the Far East

The capability in the Middle East was broadened significantly by the acquisition of Foundation

and the Middle East. In 2000 developments in most mar-

Engineering’s activities which have reinforced Fugro not

kets were good.

only in the areas of onshore and coastal geotechnical
services but also in materials testing. Activity in Saudi

The European activities developed as expected with
the exception of Germany where the development, par-

Arabia lagged due to investments in the petrochemical
industry being substantially lower than in previous years

ticularly in the field of environmental studies, was
rather disappointing. The Dutch market remained good
thanks to several large infrastructure projects. The activi-

Offshore geotechnical services

The division is highly regarded world-wide for its

ties in France are grouped into one company under the

exceptional expertise in projects that, because of their

name Fugro Geotechnique S.A. and some assets of

location and nature, are difficult to execute. Fugro’s

Geocean Solmarine were acquired. In Belgium Crystal

expertise in deep-sea operations is also a deciding factor

Drilling N.V. was acquired which specialises in drilling in

in the award of orders for providing the most effective

hard substrata, such as rock.

underwater cable routes.

In the USA the development of robust results contin-

After declining in 1999 and the first half of 2000

ued. Large projects included the extension of the San

these activities increased again to the high levels

Francisco airport and the Oakland Bay Bridge. Through

achieved in 1998.

the acquisition of Via NDT in Houston, Texas, Fugro is
now involved in non-destructive materials testing.

In France Fugro took over the offshore soil investigation assets of Geocean Solmarine.
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Key figures Geotechnical services

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

Turnover onshore geotechnical services

416

346

316

277

310

Turnover offshore geotechnical services

202

118

173

157

115

Total turnover

618

464

489

434

425

(in Dfl. millions)

66

43

38

39

40

120

115

90

116

118

Depreciation

21

19

19

16

15

Investments

25

15

28

17

19

Operating result (EBIT) as a % of turnover

11

9

8

9

9

Operating result (EBIT) as a % of invested capital

55

37

42

42

32

Operating result (EBIT)
Invested capital

Fugro was involved with a number of large projects in

The division’s investments primarily concerned the

various locations including Mexico, Egypt, Norway,

following:

Australia and the Caspian Sea. Fugro was also involved in

• the GAMBAS® 2000 and RHOBAS sea bed surveying

two of the largest cable route surveying projects of all
time: Alcatel’s Apollo project and the TyCom® Global
Network (TGN). The TGN project, with a length of 250,000
kilometres of cable across the sea bed, will link up with
onshore systems on every continent. This enormous
order will be completed in the middle of 2001.

systems for underwater cables and pipelines;
• the improvement of the operating system of Starcore
– a system which enables sea bed samples to be collected at great depth without drilling,
• the development of CPT probing equipment which,
in combination with conventional onshore drilling
activities, is lowered via a cable into drill casings.

Turnover (x Dfl. 1 mln.)
700
560
420
280
140
0
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000
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How is the dam?

In Australia, the world’s driest continent, water
is very precious. Because water is precious, people
like to live near water and build their homes overlooking water.
The bottom picture shows Fugro surveyors, Eric
Over the past ten years the former industrial

Kloosterman and Davin Stonell, measuring minus-

suburb of East Perth has been transformed into an

cule changes in the dam structure at Mundaring

ultra-modern living environment with the help of

Weir, Western Australia. In the absence of large

Fugro mapping and surveying services. Many hous-

freshwater rivers, Perth relies for half of its water on

es are sited on the Claisebrook inlet to the Swan

a series of dams in the hills overlooking the city.

River, while most have river and city views.
The dams also supply inland areas to Kalgoorlie,
Fugro onshore, led by Managing Director Bill

800 km away with fresh water by means of a

Richards, is contracted to supply mapping services

100 year old pipeline. Fugro Onshore didn’t survey

to the West Australian government. And when areas

the original line for the goldfields pipeline, but we

are being developed or redeveloped this means fre-

do provide route surveys for new pipelines through-

quent aerial surveys combining super-accurate

out the country.

DGPS (Differential Global Positioning Systems) with
scanning lasers to rapidly produce digital maps.

Fugro provides state of the art surveying for the
needs of urban and city managers, planners and

It’s impossible for conventional map-makers to
keep up with large scale urban renewal projects.
Instant maps from Fugro onshore made the urban
renewal of East Perth easier by mapping and revising in short order.
No area of development changes more rapidly
than open pit mines. Fugro provides surveying
services to the mining industry, including mine
planning and development, and infrastructure such
as road, rail and pipeline.
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Sur vey ser vices

In 2000 the following companies/activities were acquired:

name

country

business line

as of

Clarke Land Surveys Inc.

Canada

Onshore surveying

February

Geodass Ltd.

South Africa

Airborne surveying

April

Aircraft Operating Company Holdings (Pty) Ltd.

South Africa

Airborne surveying

June

Seismic Australia (Pty) Ltd.

Australia

Offshore surveying

July

General business development

In 2000 the survey division achieved a turnover of

turnover
Dfl. mln.

employees

1

7

14

40

2

20

19

7

Operating results rose by 3% to Dfl. 96 million (1999:
Dfl. 93 million), which corresponds to 10% of turnover

Dfl. 953 million compared with Dfl. 741 million in 1999.

(1999 13%). Expressed as a percentage of invested capital

This increase was largely due to the acquisitions in the

the operating result amounted to 33%.

field of airborne geophysics which were finalised at the
end of 1999 and the beginning of 2000. These acquisitions were included in the results for the first time in

Offshore surveying

With a world-wide market share of over 50%, the offshore surveying division occupies a very strong position

2000.

due to its exceptional expertise in various niche markets.
As a consequence of the situation in the oil and gas
market, offshore surveying activities were faced with a

During the financial year the development of the

low demand for exploration services during the first half

exploration services, including seismic and geophysical

of 2000. Surveying activities in other fields were far less

surveys, and construction-related services, was disap-

affected by the oil and gas companies’ reduced spending

pointing. This did not apply for the specialist services of

programme. Fugro built upon its strong position in the

Seismic Australia that was acquired. However, in 2000,

field of route planning for underwater cables.

the specialist nature of other services once again made a
major contribution towards maintaining the flow of

The onshore surveying and positioning services again

orders. The underwater cable market remained good and

showed satisfactory growth with positioning services

the further extension of Fugro’s range of services also

achieving a substantial improvement in its result.

foresees an increase in the demand for Fugro’s integrated service capabilities.
Onshore surveying

The unit offers a wide range of services varying from
the collecting, processing and mapping of data to the
provision of GIS-based information systems for the man-

Turnover (x Dfl. 1 mln.)

agement of constructed and natural resources. Thanks to

1,000

its innovative technology FLIMAP provides solutions for

800

the design, management and maintenance of infrastructure such as roads, railways, electricity cables and dams.

600
400

Onshore surveying concentrated on strengthening
200

and expanding its market positions in the Netherlands,
the USA, Canada, Australia, the Middle East and Africa.

0
1996

1997

1998
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1999

2000

Key figures Survey services

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

Turnover offshore surveying

697

607

661

527

315

Turnover onshore surveying

101

86

87

74

70

Turnover airborne survey

98

0

0

0

0

Turnover positioning

57

48

37

27

17

953

741

785

628

402

(in Dfl. millions)

Total

96

93

98

63

17

290

231

225

209

116

Depreciation

66

61

61

49

36

Investments

83

47

94

99

36

Operating result (EBIT) as a % of turnover

10

13

12

10

4

Operating result (EBIT) as a % of invested capital

33

40

44

33

13

Operating result (EBIT)
Invested capital

The acquisition of Clarke Land Surveys strengthened
the position in Canada.
Market conditions were favourable during the year

Onshore positioning

During the first half of the year the positioning activities were confronted with the abolition of Selective

and the demand for FliMap services increased still fur-

Availability (the capability of American authorities to

ther. The execution of data management and conversion

vary the quality of the transmission of the freely avail-

projects made a valuable contribution.

able GPS system). As appeared probable, the majority of
the Fugro system users needed a more accurate system,

Airborne surveying

At the end of 1999/beginning of 2000 Fugro entered

such as Fugro’s DGPS System (Omnistar). During 2000 a
great deal of effort was put into the new generation of

the airborne geophysics market. In the first instance

high-precision DGPS that will be introduced into selected

three companies in Canada and Australia were acquired.

markets during the second quarter of 2001. The improve-

Then in April and June of the financial year these activi-

ment in accuracy to less than 10 centimetres will

ties were reinforced by the acquisition of Geodass and

strengthen the development of this business unit.

the activities of Aircraft Operating Company, both in
South Africa. During the year the activities were consolidated and altogether now account for a turnover of
about Dfl. 98 million and are profitable. In this way
Fugro has reached a dominant position in this global
market. This business unit uses technically sophisticated
resources that provides high-value results.
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Fugro sponsors ‘ Het Duyfken’

Fugro Survey helps retrace Australia’s oldest
chart

Fugro Survey assisted the Foundation by scouring
the Dutch archives for any mention of the original vessel

In 1995, when Fugro Survey’s Perth office was

as shipbuilders in the late 16th century did not use plans

approached to assist a group of enthusiastic amateur

as we do today. Thanks in part to this research an accu-

historians to research the story of the ship ‘Het Duyfken’

rate design for the replica Duyfken was developed.

in the VOC (East Indies Company) Archives in
Amsterdam, little did we know that the association

With the paucity of written information about the

would lead to a five year relationship, the building of

history of Australia’s first recorded European visitors,

what has been described as the best replica of a Dutch

Australian author, James Henderson, started a book

‘Age of Discovery’ ship ever constructed and a ten month

about the story of Het Duyfken.

expedition through Indonesia and around the
Australian coast.

Fugro Survey agreed to support James Henderson’s
research programme including several visits to

The small Dutch ‘yacht’ Duyfken played an impor-

Australia’s isolated Cape York Peninsula to speak to the

tant role in Australian history. The first recorded chart

descendants of the aboriginal people who must have

of the Australian coastline was drawn by Duyfken’s skip-

encountered the Dutch visitors in 1606. James

per, Captain Willem Janszoon, and the first recorded

Henderson’s book, ‘Sent Forth A Dove’ was published

meeting between aboriginal Australians and people

with the assistance of Fugro Survey and is now the stan-

from another part of the world took place during

dard text for the study of this part of Australia’s early

Duyfken’s 1606 voyage of discovery.

history.

Duyfken’s voyage marked the European ‘discovery’

Meanwhile, Duyfken’s hull of European oak and her

of Australia and over the next 150 years, more than two

sails and rigging of natural flax and hemp were taking

dozen, mostly Dutch, voyages to Australia charted three-

shape in the Lotteries Duyfken Village shipyard in

quarters of the Australian coastline. Cook and the

Fremantle. ‘Shell first’ construction, using fire to bend

Endeavour filled in the last part of the map 164 years

the hull planks before the inside frames were added,

later.

ensured that the ship was as close to a Dutch ‘yacht’ as

The Duyfken 1606 Replica Foundation was formed in
Fremantle, Western Australia as a charitable organisation to research, design, build and, ultimately, to sail a
replica of Duyfken on a voyage of re-discovery from
Fremantle to Indonesia and then on to Queensland’s
Pennefather River.
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possible.
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Thousands of people contributed towards the con-

When thousands of people waved farewell to

struction of the vessel: experienced shipwrights joined

Duyfken and her crew in Fremantle on 8 April 2000 at

with volunteers, 70 volunteer guides showed people

the start of the Chevron 2000 Duyfken Expedition an

over the ship as she was being built, and the Friends of

inconspicuous sea chest in the main cabin was opened

the Duyfken and the Duyfken 1606 Club represented the

and a Satellite C communication console was switched

wider community and business supporters. On 10 July

on.

1999 the ship was ready and began her maiden voyage.

Supplied by OmniSTAR Pty Ltd, this system enabled
the replica of a primitive ship to communicate with

As the ship was nearing completion, the search

thousands of people all over the world via e-mail and the

began for a crew with the skills to sail a tall ship built to

World Wide Web. Each day, Duyfken’s master sent an e-

a 400-year-old design. Since a ship of this type had not

mail log to Project Director, Graeme Cocks, who posted

been constructed for 350 years, the Duyfken Foundation

it on the web and sent it via e-mail to over 1,000 readers.

looked to Australia’s pool of tall ship sailors or people

Duyfken also received regular position reports via the

who could adapt to life on such a primitive vessel. The

Sat C.

search for a suitable crew took a year. The Ship’s Master,
Peter Manthorpe, is one of Australia’s most experienced

A key objective of the Chevron 2000 Duyfken

tall ship sailors. His crew had to rediscover sailing skills

Expedition was to show the ship to as many people as

not used for 300 years to sail the 24 metre, 110 tons ves-

possible. Duyfken sailed up the Western Australian coast

sel. Duyfken is believed to be the only ship operating in

visiting sites of historic maritime importance, in recog-

the world using a traditional Dutch whipstaff or ‘kolder-

nition of the feats of the seafarers who sailed along the

stok’ to turn the rudder.

continent’s western coast so long ago. She visited seaside
communities and big crowds greeted the ship each time
she arrived.
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The voyage to Indonesia took Duyfken to Kupang,
Solor and Flores, and Wetar where the crew was greeted
by enthusiastic Indonesians who were surprised by the
historical connections between Australia and Indonesia
demonstrated by the vessel. Indeed, like most
Australians, Indonesians are not aware that the first
ship to visit Australia sailed from the Spice Islands of
Indonesia.
Duyfken sailed through the Spice Islands, now better
known as the Maluku Province. For thousands of years
these islands supplied the world with nutmeg, mace and
cloves. In June 2000 Duyfken arrived at the famed nutmeg island of Banda, south of Ambon, the departure
point for the original voyage of discovery to Australia.
After a tour of the islands the ship departed to re-enact
the 1606 voyage, sailing to the mouth of the Pennefather
River, 30 km north of Weipa on Cape York Peninsula in
Queensland’s Gulf of Carpentaria, on 9 August 2000.
The dramatic arrival had a special significance for
the indigenous Australian people of the Mapoon,
Aurukun and Napranum communities as the story of
Duyfken’s original visit is still part of their folklore. The
ship then went on to sail on an exhibition tour along the
coast of Queensland.
Duyfken is something special because the impetus to
build the ship and make the voyage did not come from
governments or corporations but through the incredible
efforts of a group of enthusiasts.
The Foundation of this group built the ship at a cost
of Aus $ 3.7 million to help spread the little known story
of Australia’s first recorded European visitors. The
Chevron 2000 Duyfken Expedition, with the help of
Fugro Survey, brought this little known story to people
in Australia and all over the world.
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Annual Accounts

2000

Consolidated balance sheet
(after proposed distribution of profits)
(in thousands)

31-12-2000
Dfl.

31-12-1999
€

Dfl.

€

Fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets

265,604

120,526

251,261

114,017

Financial fixed assets

42,790

19,417

35,735

16,216

308,394

139,943

286,996

130,233

Current assets

Consumables and work in progress

190,350

86,377

140,797

63,891

Receivables

493,544

223,960

387,203

175,705

Liquid assets

53,904

24,461

23,471

10,651

737,798

334,798

551,471

250,247

(534,465)

(242,529)

(518,264)

(235,178)

Net current assets

203,333

92,269

33,207

15,069

Assets less current liabilities

511,727

232,212

320,203

145,302

Long-term liabilities

(266,016)

(120,713)

(51,200)

(23,234)

(14,866)

(6,746)

(23,393)

(10,615)

230,845

104,753

245,610

111,453

223,572

101,453

237,768

107,894

7,273

3,300

7,842

3,559

230,845

104,753

245,610

111,453

Current liabilities

Provisions

Capital and reserves

Minority interests

Group’s equity
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Consolidated profit and loss account
2000
(in thousands)

Dfl.

1999
€

Dfl.

€

1,571,056

712,914

1,204,876

546,749

Third party costs

(551,218)

(250,132)

(388,037)

(176,084)

Staff costs

(542,428)

(246,143)

(442,161)

(200,644)

(87,205)

(39,572)

(80,486)

(36,523)

(227,797)

(103,370)

(157,977)

(71,686)

(1,408,648)

(639,217)

(1,068,661)

(484,937)

162,408

73,697

136,215

61,812

Turnover

Depreciation
Other operating expenses

Operating result

1,654

751

3,370

1,529

(21,704)

(9,849)

(13,773)

(6,250)

(20,050)

(9,098)

(10,403)

(4,721)

142,358

64,599

125,812

57,091

(39,644)

(17,989)

(35,769)

(16,231)

102,714

46,610

90,043

40,860

(1,291)

(586)

(318)

(145)

101,423

46,024

89,725

40,715

Net result per ordinary share

8.14

3.69

7.39

3.35

Net result per ordinary share after full dilution effects

7.76

3.52

7.35

3.34

Interest receivable
Interest payable

Result before taxation

Taxation

Result after taxation

Minority interests
Net result
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Consolidated cash flow statement
2000
(in thousands)

1999
€

Dfl.

101,423

46,023

89,725

40,715

87,205

39,572

80,486

36,523

(569)

(258)

(756)

(343)

(49,553)

(22,486)

(76,617)

(34,767)
4,761

Dfl.

€

Cash flow from operations

Net result
Depreciation
Change in minority interests
Changes in stocks, work in progress and data libraries

(106,341)

(48,256)

10,491

Changes in provisions

(8,527)

(3,869)

3,803

1,726

Changes in current liabilities

7,415

3,365

(6,393)

(2,901)

Net cash flow from operations

31,053

14,091

100,739

45,714

(37,281)

Changes in receivables

Cash flow from investment activities

(107,999)

(49,008)

(82,157)

Disposal of tangible fixed assets

11,445

5,194

9,325

4,232

Exchange differences tangible fixed assets

(4,994)

(2,266)

(20,514)

(9,309)

Investments in financial fixed assets

(7,560)

(3,430)

(9,606)

(4,359)

505

229

1,150

(82,548)

(37,459)

(77,792)

(35,301)

(191,151)

(86,740)

(179,594)

(81,496)

(3,272)

(1,485)

Investments in tangible fixed assets

Disposal of financial fixed assets
Goodwill
Net cash flow from investment activities
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Cash flow from financing activities

(22,446)

(10,185)

Acquisition/sale of own shares

9,655

4,381

–

–

New long-term loans

2,508

1,138

4,410

2,001

(6,888)

(3,126)

Option rights exercised

(8,063)

(3,659)

220,371

100,000

–

–

(1,738)

(789)

60,264

27,347

(13,123)

(5,955)

(4,877)

(2,213)

–

–

74

34

187,164

84,931

49,711

22,558

3,367

1,528

35,245

15,993

Total net cash flow
Liquid assets as at 1 January

30,433

13,810

6,101

2,769

23,471

10,651

17,370

7,882

Liquid assets as at 31 December

53,904

24,461

23,471

10,651

Redemption of long-term loans
Issue convertible subordinated bonds
Changes in short-term loans
Dividend paid
Correction previous year
Net cash flow from financing activities
Exchange rate differences

Liquidity
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Accounting principles
Consolidation

The consolidated accounts include those companies

profit) and is subject to depreciation at the rates applied
to other similar assets.

in which Fugro N.V. exercises direct and/or indirect management control. The financial data of these companies
are included for 100% – the share of minority interests in
the equity and result is reported separately.
The results of participations are brought into the con-

Financial fixed assets

Financial fixed assets include interests in the equity
of associated companies which have not been consolidated and which are stated at the share, direct or

solidation from the date of acquisition or incorporation.

indirect, of the group in the net asset value of those com-

The companies involved in the consolidation have been

panies as disclosed by the latest financial statements.

valued according to uniform principles. Consolidation of

Long-term receivables included here are stated at nomi-

the results of participations cease on the date of sale.

nal value less any provisions considered necessary.

Foreign currencies

Assets and liabilities denominated in currencies

Stocks of consumables and work in progress

Stocks of consumables include primarily materials

other than Dutch guilders, including foreign associated

and spare parts. Materials and parts supplied by third

companies, are translated at the official rates of

parties are stated at cost. Items created in-house are val-

exchange ruling at the balance sheet date.

ued at staff cost without uplifts for overhead and profit.

Turnover and costs in local currencies have been
translated using average rates of exchange. Exchange

Provisions for obsolescence have, where necessary, been
deducted.

profits or losses arising from investments in subsidiaries
are credited to or charged against equity. Other currency
differences are reflected in the profit and loss account.

The multi-client seismic library comprises completed
and in process data-sets that, without limitation, can be
sold on a non-exclusive basis to one or more clients. The

Valuation principles

The accounts for the year have been prepared under
the historical cost convention.
The group is deeply committed to research and
development. However, as research and development is

collecting and processing of the seismic data is valued at
the chargeable direct costs of all vessel and third party
costs and man-hours and equipment together with an
uplift for overheads, but excluding profit.
Amortisation is based upon the sales of seismic data

frequently contained within projects at cost price, or

whereby 75% of the sales value is taken as depreciation.

lower, a precise quantification of the amounts incurred

In addition a minimum depreciation charge is applied

is not possible.

which commences in the month following completion of
a dataset so that full amortisation will be achieved thirty

Goodwill

six months after the year end in which it was completed.

The total of goodwill includes the premium of purchase price over net asset value, correction of the balance
sheet to group accounting principles, redundancy costs,

Other data libraries are not included in the balance
sheet, as is customary in the industry.

if applicable, and the costs of professional advice
incurred during the acquisition. Goodwill is charged to
shareholders’ equity in the year of acquisition.

Work in progress is stated at cost, which includes the
costs of direct materials and staff plus attributable overheads, excluding profit, the latter only when the profit

Tangible fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets, with the exception of land to

cannot be allocated to the work performed. On long term
projects completion of a stage is considered to have been

which depreciation is not applied, are valued at cost less

effected upon the issuing of an invoice to the client.

depreciation calculated on a straight line basis.

Provisions have been made for anticipated losses.

Plant and machinery constructed by the company is
brought into the accounts at cost (including man hours

Advance instalments relating to current projects are
included in current liabilities.

own staff at internal rates, excluding overheads and
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Receivables

Receivables are stated at invoice value less provisions
for doubtful amounts as necessary.

Depreciation

Tangible fixed assets are written down to nil over
their anticipated useful lives. Depreciation is applied at
the following rates per annum:

Liquid assets

Liquid assets are stated at nominal value.
Liabilities and loans

Long-term and current liabilities are stated at their
nominal amounts.
Provisions

Buildings

2.5%-5%

Plant and machinery

25%

Vessels and jack-up rigs

10%-50%

Survey equipment

20%-33%

Oceanographic equipment

50%

Computers and other equipment

33%

Motor vehicles

25%

Used plant and machinery

50%-100%

Provisions are established in relation to the extent of
existing obligations and risks and are taken into account
at nominal value except for those relating to the group’s

Interest receivable (payable)

These items relate solely to third parties.

obligations for pension backservices which are based
upon actuarial valuations.

Profit (loss) on extraordinary activities

Contingent liabilities

nature and lie outside the ordinary activities of the

These are transactions which are of an unusual
These include liabilities from contracts which take

group.

more than one year to complete such as guarantees and
lease obligations.

Taxes

These are computed on the commercial result before
Result recognition

tax and after taking into account all fiscal facilities available. Taxes on profit are computed in accordance with

Turnover

the rates of taxation in the various countries in which

Turnover comprises the invoiced amounts of goods

companies of the group operate. Amounts of tax which

sold and services rendered to third parties, net of taxes,

have not yet fallen due and are caused by timing differ-

the net change in work in progress and the capitalisation

ences are included in the provision for deferred tax.

of work performed for own purposes based upon internal
rates.
Turnover on long-term projects is included upon
completion of a phase.
Third party costs

These are costs charged by third parties and allocated
directly to projects.
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Notes to the consolidated annual accounts
(in thousands of guilders)
Tangible fixed assets

Land and

Plant and

buildings

equipment

Vessels

Other

Total

equipment

Balance at 1 January 2000

Cost

129,534

379,027

72,522

190,891

771,974

Accumulated depreciation

36,240

304,994

23,423

156,056

520,713

Book value

93,294

74,033

49,099

34,835

251,261

Changes during the year

Additions regarding group companies
Additions
Disposals

261

571

514

6,777

8,123

14,419

44,647

6,543

34,267

99,876

(72)

(2,177)

(737)

(8,459)

(11,445)

Depreciation

(6,006)

(55,608)

(4,240)

(21,351)

(87,205)

Currency exchange differences

1,676

1,481

819

1,018

4,994

10,278

(11,086)

2,899

12,252

14,343

147,488

480,495

80,671

231,860

940,514

43,916

417,548

28,673

184,773

674,910

103,572

62,947

51,998

47,087

265,604

Net change

Balance at 31 December 2000

Cost
Accumulated depreciation
Book value

The very nature of the group’s plant and equipment influences its market value. In view of the high rates of depreciation the actual value is not expected to be lower than the book value shown.
‘Vessels’ includes ancillary operating equipment.
The net book value of the assets of the geotechnical division amounted to Dfl. 69 mln. (1999: Dfl. 61 mln.) and of the
survey division (including positioning) to Dfl. 196 mln. (1999: Dfl. 190 mln.).
‘Other equipment’ includes assets under construction to a value of Dfl. 5.8 mln. (1999: Dfl. 2.6 mln.), together with
computers and electronics, office equipment and motor cars. In 2000 no significant single investment was incurred.
‘Land and Buildings’ includes Dfl. 48.4 mln. (1999: Dfl. 42.8 mln.) in the Netherlands, Dfl. 14.9 mln. (1999: 14.8 mln.) in
the United Kingdom, in Hong Kong Dfl. 13.9 mln. (1999: Dfl. 13.0 mln.) and in Australia serve as security for mortgage
loans at Dfl. 3.7 mln. (1999: Dfl. 2.8 mln.). The amounts mentioned refer to the development costs of the real estate.
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Financial fixed assets

Associated

Loans to

Other

companies

associated

receivables

Total

companies
14,821

11,333

9,581

35,735

1,403

6,046

–

7,449

(477)

–

(28)

(505)

Result participations

25

–

242

267

Currency exchange differences

(44)

101

551

608

(3,709)

3,559

(614)

(764)

12,019

21,039

9,732

42,790

Balance at 1 January 2000

Acquired capital interests
Disposal of capital interests

Other
Balance at 31 December 2000

No repayment schedules have been agreed for the long-term loans. The repayment schedule for the sundry receivables
is less than five years.
2000

1999

Consumables

12,719

18,393

Seismic survey data

74,998

62,337

Work in progress

102,633

60,067

Balance at 31 December

190,350

140,797

2000

1999

407,008

306,241

86,536

80,962

493,544

387,203

Consumables and work in progress

Receivables

Trade receivables
Sundry receivables and prepayments
Balance at 31 December

All receivables fall due within one year. The amount of trade receivables is after the creation of provisions by
operating companies to an amount of Dfl. 15.5 mln. (1999: Dfl. 16.0 mln.). No one amount exceeds 5% of the total of the
receivables.
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2000

1999

Bank overdrafts

104,456

163,238

Trade creditors

120,814

108,328

Current liabilities

5,150

6,888

Advance installments on work in progress

29,025

25,484

Salaries, benefits and bonuses

41,702

33,017

Tax and social security premiums

24,890

25,026

Distribution to shareholders

18,852

8,328

Sundry creditors and accruals

189,576

147,955

Balance at 31 December

534,465

518,264

Loan repayments in following accounting year

No one amount exceeds 5% of the sum of current liabilities.
Each subsidiary has its own bank facilities in local currency for its activities. In principle the subsidiary has sufficient
shareholder’s equity to facilitate this arrangement and no international cross guarantees exist between subsidiaries.
2000

Long-term liabilities

Total

1999
Longer

Total

Longer

than

than

5 years

5 years

220,371

–

–

–

Mortgages

32,711

22,383

34,510

25,932

Sundry liabilities

12,934

–

16,690

8,500

266,016

22,383

51,200

34,432

Subordinated convertible debenture bond

Balance at 31 December

On 29 March 2000 subordinated convertible debenture bonds with a coupon of 4.75% were issued for an amount of
€ 100,000,000. Conversion to depositary receipts of shares in Fugro is permitted with effect from 12 May 2000. The conversion price is set at € 64.43 per depository receipt of a share with a nominal value of € 0.20. The settlement date of the
coupon of 4.75% is 3 April in each year, commencing on 3 April 2001. The bond expires on 3 April 2005. Early conversion of
the bonds by Fugro is possible should the share price of depository receipts of shares in Fugro after 3 April 2003 be at least
130% of the conversion price for a period of 30 subsequent trading days.
The average rate of interest on mortgages and sundry liabilities maturing after one year amounted to
6.8% p.a. (1999: 6.1% p.a.).
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Provisions

Balance at 1 January

Pensions

Deferred

Reorga-

tax

nisation

10,380

Additions

136

7,443

Sundry

5,434

Total

Total

2000

1999

23,393

19,590

294

1,147

294

–

6,971

(1,634)

(8,821)

(4,315)

3,800

14,866

23,393

Increase from acquisitions
(287)

–

B a l a n c e a t 3 1 D e c e m b e r 10,093

430

Withdrawals/Releases

(6,900)
543

The provision for pensions has been calculated using an interest rate of 4% (1999: 4%). The provisions for reorganisation relate to one-time costs and payments concerning re-structuring and staff cut-backs. Sundry provisions are provisions primarily for deferred maintenance and insurance of own-risks. Approximately Dfl. 10.0 mln. (1999: Dfl. 10.0 mln.)
of the provisions are of a medium-term nature.
Pension plans have been agreed for employees in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Obligations relating to
these arrangements are fully covered by reputable insurance companies.
In the United States employees can make use of 401K facilities.
In other countries pensions and similar arrangements for employees, if customary, are maintained, taking local circumstances and regulations into account.
Capital and reserves

Details are to be found in the notes to the holding company’s accounts.

Commitments not appearing on the balance sheet

31-12-2000

31-12-1999

89,725

110,973

7,368

3,121

Long-term lease and rental agreements
Bank guarantees
As in 1999 there are no material capital commitments.
Financial instruments

In its normal operations Fugro N.V. and its group companies make use of various financial instruments according to a
policy established by the Board of Management. These include financial instruments accounted for under assets and liabilities such as financial fixed assets, current assets, receivables and short and long term liabilities. Financial instruments that are not shown in the balance sheet are rarely employed.
The estimated value of financial instruments at 31 December 2000 reflected the nominal value.
Interest exposure

The company’s goal is to minimise the effect on the annual results of interest rate changes and to limit the total
interest paid. To this end interest rates on current bank balances are subject to frequent review.
Exchange rate risk

Fugro N.V. and its group companies attempt to limit and control the effect of transaction risks deriving from fluctuations in exchange rates on the annual results. Income in local currency is principally used for payments in the same local
currency. Therefore, the international cashflows are limited and are primarily in US dollars, as are receivables and liabilities. As a consequence exchange rate fluctuations have a limited effect on the normal operations. However, exchange
rate fluctuations can occur as translation differences on the balance sheet and in the profit and loss account.
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Credit risk

Fugro N.V. has made no loans other than to solvent group companies. The working methods and geographical spread
of the group companies’ activities limit Fugro’s exposure to risks related to concentrations of credit and market risks.
Contingent liabilities

The holding company has issued a net worth statement for a line of credit for the companies in the USA which is further supported by security in the form of certain trade receivables.
Some of the group companies are, as a result of their normal business activities, involved either as plaintiffs or defendants in claims. Based on information presently available the financial position of the group is not likely to be significantly influenced by any of these matters.
The holding company and the majority of the Dutch operating companies form a fiscal unit for corporate tax and are
jointly responsible for the tax liabilities in the Netherlands.
2000

1999

1,573,749

1,207,528

(2,738)

(1,635)

45

(1,017)

1,571,056

1,204,876

2000

1999

The Netherlands

222,980

183,294

Other European countries

452,258

420,237

North and South America

500,695

341,871

Asia and Australia

313,864

214,853

81,259

44,621

1,571,056

1,204,876

Turnover

Sales
Net change in work in progress
Capitalised own work

Geographical breakdown of turnover by billing origin

Near and Middle East, Africa

2000

1999

Onshore geotechnical services

416,000

346,000

Offshore geotechnical services

202,000

118,000

Total Geotechnical

618,000

464,000

Offshore surveying services

697,000

607,000

Onshore surveying services

101,000

86,000

Airborne surveying services

98,000

–

Positioning

57,000

48,000

953,000

741,000

1,571,000

1,205,000

Turnover per activity

Geotechnical

Survey

Total Survey

Total
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Earnings before interest and tax (operating result) from the combined geotechnical activities were Dfl. 66 mln.
(1999: Dfl. 43 mln.) and from the survey activities Dfl. 96 mln. (1999: Dfl. 93 mln.).
2000

1999

Wages and salaries

478,507

389,798

Social security costs

43,700

35,285

Pensions

20,221

17,078

542,428

442,161

Staff costs

The remuneration of the Statutory Directors was Dfl. 2,653,000 (1999: Dfl. 2,434,000) and the members of the
Supervisory Board Dfl. 313,000 (1999: Dfl. 250,000).
Early in 2000 the Statutory Directors were granted 29,700 options at an exercise price of Dfl. 81.32 (1999: 29,700
options at an exercise price of Dfl. 44.00).
2000

1999

Technical staff

4,131

3,782

Management and administrative staff

1,043

981

582

351

5,756

5,114

5,492

4,910

Number of employees at year-end

Temporary and contract staff

Average number of employees during the year

Other operating expenses

These are non-project related costs, such as supplies and consumables, occupancy costs, insurance and computer
costs.
The increase of these expenses in 2000 compared with those of 1999 was the result of the overall increase in operational activities and the introduction of the airborne survey activities.
Interest

This relates mainly to the cost of bank facilities and long term loans.
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Tax

The consolidated tax position of the group shows:
2000

1999

32,685

27,940

594

1,702

33,279

29,642

Timing differences between fiscal and commercial assessments

8,481

5,936

Mutation from utilization of tax losses

(2,116)

191

6,365

6,127

39,644

35,769

Actual tax charge

Current year
Prior year adjustments

Deferred tax obligations

Tax charge as stated in the
consolidated profit and loss account

2000

1999

Dfl.

%

Dfl.

%
25.3

37,345

26.2

31,793

Effective tax charge on non local activities

1,602

1.1

3,985

3.2

Disallowed items

1,235

0.9

(96)

(0.1)

Use of agreed tax losses

(2,245)

(1.6)

272

0.2

Prior year adjustments

571

0.4

(594)

(0.5)

1,136

0.8

409

0.3

39,644

27.8

35,769

28.4

Tax charge based on local rates

Other
Tax charge as stated in the
consolidated profit and loss account

Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities

7,387

7,403

430

136

16,250

7,607

Available tax losses, not shown on
the balance sheet

The tax assets relate to the differences between the fiscal and commercial valuation of tangible fixed assets.
The tax liabilities relate to the differences between the fiscal and commercial valuation of tangible fixed assets and
work in progress.
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Dilution effect on earnings per share

2000

1999

101,423

89,725

12,458

12,144

8,14

7.39

106,605

89,725

13,742

12,206

• Option rights (x Dfl. 1.–)

(0.06)

(0.04)

• Subordinated convertible debenture bonds (x Dfl. 1.–)

(0.32)

–

D i l u t e d e a r n i n g s p e r o r d i n a r y s h a r e ( x D f l . 1 . –)

7.76

7.35

Earnings per share

Net result (x Dfl. 1,000)
Average number of ordinary shares in issue (x 1,000)
N e t r e s u l t p e r o r d i n a r y s h a r e ( x D f l . 1 . –)

Net result including dilution effects (x Dfl. 1,000)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares including
dilution effects (x 1,000)
Change in the net result per ordinary share as a result of:

The weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue is calculated including the dividend in shares and the use of
shares purchased by the company for the option plan. For the calculation of the net result including dilution effects the
interest charges from the convertible subordinated bonds have been taken into account.
Segmental information

For supplemental information on the geographical spread and the core activities reference is made to the report of
the Board of Management and the divisional reports.
Article 402

The profit and loss account of the holding company has been prepared in accordance with article 402, Book 2 of the
Dutch Civil Code.
Notes to the cash flow statement

The cash flow statement has been prepared in accordance with the indirect method. The cash flow statement distinguishes between cash flows from operating operations, investments and financing. Cash flows in foreign currencies are
calculated at the average exchange rate for the year. Exchange rate differences are shown separately in the cash flow
statement. Both interest and tax charges are included in the section relating to operations. The cash flow derived from
the acquisition or disinvestment of financial interests (group companies and participations) is included in the section
relating to investment activities, taking the liquid assets into account. Dividends paid are shown in the section relating to
financing activities.
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Holding company’s balance sheet
(after proposed appropriation of profits)
(in thousands)

31-12-2000
Dfl.

31-12-1999
€

Dfl.

€

Fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets

410

186

288

131

Financial fixed assets

305,138

138,466

315,142

143,005

305,548

138,652

315,430

143,136

Current assets

Receivables

11,103

5,038

8,415

3,819

Liquid assets

196,850

89,327

–

–

207,953

94,365

8,415

3,819

(52,570)

(23,855)

(47,886)

(21,730)

Net current assets

155,383

70,510

(39,471)

(17,911)

Assets less current liabilities

460,931

209,162

275,959

125,225

Long-term liabilities

(227,591)

(103,276)

(27,223)

(12,354)

(9,768)

(4,433)

(10,968)

(4,977)

223,572

101,453

237,768

107,894

Current liabilities

Provisions

Capital and reserves

Issued and paid-in share capital
Share premium reserve
Other reserves

5,625

2,553

5,105

2,316

218,230

99,028

209,039

94,858

(283)

(128)

23,624

10,720

223,572

101,453

237,768

107,894
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Holding company’s profit and loss account
2000

1999

Dfl.

€

Dfl.

€

99,602

45,198

73,080

33,162

1,821

826

16,645

7,553

101,423

46,024

89,725

40,715

Less: proposed dividend *)

37,704

17,109

33,315

15,117

Addition to other reserves

63,719

28,915

56,410

25,598

(in thousands)
Result of group companies
Other results
Net result

The result of the company is shown after charges to group companies.
*)

Proposal to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders on 10 May 2001.
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Notes to the holding company’s accounts
(in thousands of guilders)

2000

1999

406

Tangible fixed assets

Book value at 1 January

288

Net investments

400

109

Depreciation

(278)

(227)

Balance at 31 December

410

288

Book value at 31 December

Cost

1,946

1,612

Accumulated depreciation

(1,536)

(1,324)

Book value at 31 December

410

288

Financial fixed assets

In compliance with the relevant legal regulations a schedule of investments is available for inspection at the
Chamber of Commerce in The Hague. The group companies over which the group exercises effective management control are included at net asset value as set out in the accounting principles on page 45.
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Financial fixed assets

Shares in

Loans to /

Total

Total

group

receivables

2000

1999

companies

from group
companies*
315,142

263,645

Net result of group companies

99,602

99,602

73,080

Sale of subsidiaries

(1,790)

(1,790)

7,606

Goodwill on acquisitions

(82,548)

(82,548)

(77,792)

Paid out dividends

(29,655)

(29,655)

(2,789)

4,123

4,123

34,852

Redemptions

–

–

(3,460)

Dividend/long-term loans 1998

–

–

20,000

Balance at 1 January

Currency exchange differences

Other
Balance at 31 December

302,521

12,621

300

(36)

264

–

292,553

12,585

305,138

315,142

*At the end of 1999, this included one loan to a group company with an interest rate of 7%. In principle redemption will take place in two years.

2000

1999

Receivables from group companies

1,821

7,456

Tax and social security premiums

105

–

9,177

959

11,103

8,415

2000

1999

10,793

28,851

–

1,783

18,852

8,328

Receivables

Other receivables
Balance at 31 December

Current liabilities

Bank overdrafts
Tax and social security premiums
Distribution to shareholders

7,851

–

Other liabilities

15,074

8,924

Balance at 31 December

52,570

47,886

Interest subordinated convertible debenture bond
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Long-term liabilities

Convertible subordinated bond
Group companies
Balance at 31 December

2000

1999

220,371

–

7,220

27,223

227,591

27,223

For further information on the subordinated convertible debenture bond reference is made to page 49.
The long-term liabilities mature within a period of less than five years. The average rate of interest for long term liabilities is 5% per annum (1999: 7%).
Provisions

2000

1999

Pensions

8,888

8,968

880

2,000

9,768

10,968

Sundry
Balance at 31 December

Pensions

The provision for pensions in the Netherlands has been calculated using an interest rate of 4% (1999: 4%).
Parent company guarantees

In principle the company does not provide parent company guarantees in favour of its subsidiaries unless significant
commercial reasons exist.
The company has deposited declarations of joint and several liability for a number of Dutch subsidiaries at the relevant Chambers of Commerce.
At the Chamber of Commerce a schedule containing the interest in the capital of subsidiaries is available for inspection. On this list the companies for which such a declaration has been issued are identified.
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Capital and reserves

Issued

Share

Other

Total

Total

share

premium

reserves

2000

1999

capital

reserve
237,768

199,568

Balance at 1 January

Shares issued
Conversion into nominal value of € 0.20

5,105

209,039

23,624

66

(10)

(56)

454

(454)

Stock dividend previous financial years

(4,795)

(4,795)

2,548

Stock dividend 2000

18,852

18,852

24,987

(22,446)

(22,446)

(3,272)

Exercise option rights
Acquisition/sale of depository receipts

9,655

9,655

Goodwill arising from acquisitions of subsidiaries
Exchange result on overseas subsidiaries

(82,548)

(82,548)

(77,792)

3,367

3,367

35,245

63,719

63,719

56,410

(283)

223,572

237,768

Correction previous year

74

Profits after dividend
5,625

Balance at 31 December

218,230

During the financial year, no certificates were re-acquired by the company and 81,871 certificates were used for the
requirements of the option plan.
Share capital

The authorised share capital of the company is composed of 57,554,500 shares of € 0.20 nominal value of which
17,266,350 are denominated as ordinary shares. No preference shares have been issued.
After issuing 149,648 shares for the stock dividend 12,761,999 ordinary shares were issued and fully paid at the end of
the year, of which 191,622 had been re-acquired by the company at an average price of Dfl. 43.28 each.
In the course of 2000 no ordinary shares were issued as the result of the exercise of option rights.
On 31 December 2000 the following option rights, each valid for a term of five years, were in existence:
Year of offer

Number of

Issued

participants

Outstanding

Exercised/

Outstanding Exercise price

at 01-01-2000

expired in

at 31-12-2000

(x Dfl. 1.–)

2000
1995

132

150,600

37,250

37,250

–

34.20

1996

125

146,300

62,450

48,800

13,650

17.30

1997

164

187,350

97,000

66,450

30,550

30.70

1998

194

166,000

147,600

68,800

78,800

61.80

1999

231

170,850

145,650

52,600

93,050

44.00

2000

266

166,700

166,700

800

165,900

81.32

At the end of 2000 226,400 options were issued to 338 persons. The exercise price of these options is Dfl. 151.51 and the
commencement date is 1 January 2001.
With 2001 as the year of offer, 15.1 % are classified as incentive stock options for the USA tax code.
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Share premium reserve

For tax purposes these amounts are regarded as being tax-free.

Leidschendam, 2 March 2001
Executive Directors

G-J. Kramer, President and Chief Executive Officer
K.S. Wester, Director
Supervisory Board

F.H. Schreve, Chairman
P. Crawford
M.W. Dekker
J.A.C. King
B.E. Stallworth
P. Winsemius
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Other information

AUDITORS’ REPORT

POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS

In January Fugro signed a letter of intent that led to
Introduction

We have audited the 2000 annual accounts of

the acquisition of Sial Geosciences Inc., a Canadian
geophysical survey company with its head office in

Fugro N.V., Leidschendam. The Board of Management is

Montreal, an annual turnover of about 6 million

responsible for preparing these accounts. Our responsi-

Canadian dollars (about Dfl. 9.5 million), 35 staff, 5 air-

bility is to express an opinion regarding these annual

craft, 5 HEM heliborne Frequency Domain Systems and

accounts.

its own data processing centre.

Scope

borne survey presence in North America.

The acquisition will further strengthen the Fugro airWe conducted our audit in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the Netherlands. These
standards require that we plan and perform the audit in
such a way as to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the accounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true
and fair view of the financial position of the company as
at 31 December 2000 and of the result for the year then
ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the Netherlands and comply with the
financial reporting requirements included in Part 9,
Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.
The Hague, 2 March 2001
KPMG Accountants N.V.
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Profit appropriation

points, depending on the market conditions prevailing at the time, which increase or decrease may differ

Article 36 of the Articles of Association reads as

for each series.

follows:
3 6 . 2 a. From the profit first of all and if possible, the per-

3 6 . 4 In the event that in any financial year the profit is

centage referred to under (b) below of the compulsory

insufficient to make the distributions referred to in

amount paid-up on the protective preference shares

paragraph 3 of this article, the provisions of para-

as of the start of the financial year for which the dis-

graph 3 shall only be applied in subsequent financial

tribution is made referred to under b. shall be paid on

years after the deficit has been made up and after the

these shares.

provisions of paragraph 3 have been applied. Subject

b. The percentage referred to under a. shall equal

to the approval of the supervisory board, the manag-

the average Euribor interest rate calculated for loans

ing board shall be authorized to resolve to distribute

with a term of one year – weighted according to the

an amount equal to the deficit referred to in the pre-

number of days for which this interest rate applied –

ceding sentence from the reserves, with the excep-

during the financial year for which the distribution is

tion of the reserves formed by way of share premium

made, plus a maximum of four percentage points;

upon the issue of financing preference shares respec-

this latter increase shall each time be fixed for five

tively convertible financing preference shares.

years by the managing board, subject to approval of
the Supervisory Board.

Proposed profit appropriation

In accordance with Article 36 of the Articles of
3 6 . 3 a. Subsequently and if possible, a dividend shall be

Association, we propose a dividend of Dfl. 37.7 million be

paid on the financing preference shares of each series

paid out in the form of a cash payment of Dfl. 3.00 per

respectively the convertible financing preference

share with a nominal value of € 0.20 or in the form of

shares of each series equal to a percentage calculated

ordinary shares with a nominal value of € 0.20.

on the effective amount paid-up on the financing
preference shares of the series concerned respectively

In the annual accounts the dividend proposal has
been incorporated as if 50% will be paid out in cash.

the convertible financing preference shares of the
series concerned at the time of the first issue of the
series concerned, including any share premium,
which percentage shall be related to the average
effective return on ‘general government loans with a
term of 7 to 8 years’, calculated and determined in
the manner as laid down below
b. The percentage of the dividend for the financing
preference shares of each series respectively the convertible financing preference shares of each series
shall be calculated by taking the arithmetic average
of the average effective return on the loans referred
to above, as calculated by the Central Bureau of
Statistics and published in the Official List of
Amsterdam Exchanges N.V. for the last five trading
days prior to the date of the first issue of financing
preference shares of the series concerned respectively
convertible financing preference shares of the series
concerned or prior to the day on which the dividend
percentage is adjusted, if necessary plus or less by an
increase or decrease determined by the managing
board at the time of the issue and approved by the
supervisory board of a maximum of two percentage
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Historic review

2000

1999

1998

1997

1,571.1

1,204.9

1,274.2

1,062.4

827.0

653.7

551.2

388.0

434.7

379.8

271.8

219.0

1,019.8

816.8

839.5

682.6

555.2

434.7

Operating result

162.4

136.2

135.9

101.8

57.1

27.4

Cash flow

188.6

170.2

163.2

133.7

87.0

59.0

Net result

101.4

89.7

83.3

68.5

35.3

15.8

–

–

–

8.0

–

(10.0)6)

Tangible fixed assets

265.6

251.3

238.4

206.0

151.0

142.8

Investments

108.0

82.2

135.5

128.3

59.5

54.6

8.0

20.4

13.4

12.7

3.8

7.1

87.2

80.5

79.9

65.2

51.7

43.2

1996

1995

R e s u l t (x Dfl. million)

Turnover
Third party costs
Net revenue

of which non-recurring items
B a l a n c e s h e e t (x Dfl. million)

of which in acquisitions
Depreciation
Net current assets
Total assets

203.3

33.2

15.8

13.9

25.5

20.1

1,046.2

838.5

744.9

638.0

476.6

374.9

14.9

23.3

19.6

17.2

9.8

6.0

Long-term liabilities

266.0

51.2

53.7

37.8

41.3

52.5

Capital and reserves

223.6

237.8

199.6

170.5

135.0

112.5

Provisions

K e y r a t i o s (in %)

10.3

11.3

10.7

9.6

6.9

4.2

Net result/turnover

6.5

7.4

6.5

6.4

4.3

2.4

Net result/net revenue

9.9

11.0

9.9

10.0

6.4

3.6

Net result/capital and reserves 1)

44.0

41.0

45.0

44.8

28.5

13.1

Group’s equity/total assets

22.1

29.3

27.9

27.7

28.9

30.4

Capital and reserves

18.53

20.22

16.80

14.55

11.99

9.78

Operating result

13.04

11.22

11.44

8.68

5.07

2.38

Cash flow

15.14

14.02

13.74

11.41

7.73

5.13

Net result

8.14

7.39

7.01

5.85

3.14

1.37

Dividend

3.00

2.70

2.50

2.20

1.50

0.70

Year-end share price

151.51

81.32

44.00

61.80

30.70

17.30

Highest share price

156.47

87.93

96.90

73.00

32.70

36.50

Lowest share price

82.09

36.14

35.80

30.30

17.00

12.80

Operating result/turnover

D a t a p e r s h a r e (x Dfl.) 1) 2) 7)

S h a r e p r i c e (x Dfl.) 1)

Number of employees

At year-end

5,756

5,114

5,136

4,429

4,222

3,968

12,761,999

12,612,351

12,170,396

11,918,135

11,513,289

11,510,900

Shares in issue

Of nominal € 0.20 at year-end

1) Based on the average number of shares in issue calculated from the opening
and closing numbers.
2) For the years before 1999 calculated over the number of shares entitled to
dividend per 31 December.
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3) 2,002,750 shares were entitled to 1/3 of the dividend for 1991.

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

19864)

19854)

661.4

488.1

394.3

310.3

237.2

177.6

169.7

145.0

78.1

100.9

220.6

144.0

115.5

90.9

93.3

59.7

63.9

44.2

26.9

36.4

440.8

344.1

278.8

219.4

143.9

117.9

105.8

100.8

51.2

64.5

46.6

39.7

29.9

34.7

17.5

14.6

8.0

3.5

(6.5)

2.7

74.1

58.9

45.1

42.9

22.4

17.8

12.0

9.3

(0.1)

11.2

30.7

27.3

19.5

25.4

12.1

10.2

4.6

0.6

(6.6)

4.6

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

143.8

122.3

105.9

106.3

46.3

33.5

32.9

86.9

56.5

31.5

79.8

23.5

10.5

13.8

25.7

10.8

12.9

54.9

9.0

–

–

–

–

–

43.4

31.6

25.6

17.5

10.3

7.6

7.4

8.7

6.5

6.6

–

–

23.1

23.5

18.7

4.1

11.3

13.6

52.3

38.2

43.4

45.8

3.4

10.6

8.7

9.1

(1.5)

7.3

389.4

312.0

267.8

229.5

123.4

99.8

95.5

77.5

50.5

61.9
2.7

5.4

7.5

10.2

1.4

1.7

1.8

2.1

2.6

4.1

67.1

16.0

14.7

73.2

11.5

11.9

14.3

7.4

7.9

6.4

128.7

137.0

124.7

78.9

35.2

29.6

24.1

21.4

10.2

17.0

7.0

8.1

7.6

11.2

7.4

8.2

4.7

2.4

(8.3)

2.7

4.6

5.6

4.9

8.2

5.1

5.7

2.7

0.4

(8.4)

4.5

7.0

7.9

7.0

11.6

8.4

8.7

4.3

0.6

(12.9)

7.1

23.1

20.9

19.1

44.5

37.3

38.0

20.2

3.8

(48.3)

33.1

33.8

44.7

47.0

34.7

30.0

31.3

27.9

30.2

20.2

24.4

12.27

15.07

14.49

15.35

8.01

6.91

6.17

5.35

5.43

11.56

4.44

4.37

3.47

6.75

3.98

3.42

0.21

0.87

(3.46)

1.84

7.06

6.48

5.24

8.35

5.10

4.16

3.08

2.32

(0.05)

7.62

2.93

3.01

2.27

4.94

2.75

2.39

1.18

0.15

(3.51)

3.13

1.505)

1.50

1.30

1.503)

1.00

0.80

0.40

–

–

–

34.20

36.80

25.90

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

41.90

39.30

39.50

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

32.50

23.30

21.50

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

3,557

2,824

2,664

2,029

1,275

1,105

969

941

524

587

11,509,900

9,092,400

9,086,400

7,162,0103)

4,410,260

4,275,100

3,901,470

4,002,850

1,879,300

1,470,500

4) Based on the data of Fugro Consultants International B.V.
5) 1994 dividend over all shares outstanding at end of year, being 11,509,900.
6) Cost of closing the ROV department in Norway.
7) Unlike preceding years the figures for the years 1999 and 2000 have been calculated based upon the weighted
average number of outstanding shares.
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What can we do with the data?

Seismic data obtained by oil explorers up to
30 years ago is available for a charge from government archives. It was deposited with the government
as a result of conditions imposed on the granting of
exploration permits.
Seismic Australia collects and reprocesses this

This provides exploration companies with new

old seismic data and reinterprets it to provide useful

and now useable and freshly interpretable data

information for present day oil exploration activi-

without their having to bear the cost of repeating

ties. Seismic Australia was established in 1996 and

the seismic work on site.

joined the Fugro Group only last year.
In the photograph Jan Ostby, Don Pyke and Odd
According to managing director, Don Pyke, the

Arne Larsen examine seismic data print-outs.

original data is like a reflection in a shower screen
obscured by condensation. Reprocessing with mod-

We have 350,000 km of data from basins off-

ern algorithms provides clear and accurate images,

shore of Australia and nearly 20,000 km covering all

just like wiping the shower glass.

on-shore basins. The company has recently moved
into processing data from offshore Brazil after

We transcribe the data from tapes and modify it

acquiring 50,000 km, with a further 36,000 to come

so that data from different sources and in different

shortly, following liberalisation of exploration

formats can be amalgamated and compared. Often

licences. We also have seismic data from mid-

different navigational systems must be reconciled so

Norway and Irian Jaya in Indonesia.

that the positions of all sound sources and microphones can be plotted on modern maps.

Seismic Australia is the leader in mining old
data for new and useful oil exploration information.

The data is combined to produce comprehensive
datasets across whole sedimentary basins. We then
sell the new data, which is now Seismic Australia’s
copyright, to exploration companies on a non-exclusive basis.
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Management structure

Fugro N.V. is the holding company for a large number
of operating companies located throughout the world
and carrying out a variety of activities. To promote client
focus and efficiency the group’s organisational structure
is highly decentralised.
Executive Board

Supervisory Board

The managements of the operating companies report

Supervisory Board members receive a fixed remuner-

directly to the Board of Management. The Executive

ation. During 2000 one Supervisory Board member, held

Board, which forms part of the Board of Management,

certificates in Fugro. In addition, Supervisory Board

comprises two people.

members do not hold any position that could adversely
affect their independence. A profile of the Supervisory
Board is available for examination in the Fugro offices in
Leidschendam.

name

G-J. Kramer (1942), Chairman

name

F.H. Schreve (1942), Chairman 1)

function

President and Chief Executive

nationality

Dutch

Officer Fugro N.V.

first appointed

1982

nationality

Dutch

current term

up to and including 2002

employed by Fugro

since 1983

other functions

Supervisory Board member of

first appointed

1983

OPG U.A. and Van Heek-

principal subsidiary

include: member of

Tweka N.V. (chairman),

functions

Supervisory Board of Royal

DRSH Slibverwerking N.V.

BAM NBM N.V., Damen

(chairman), Boardmember

Shipyards Group N.V., Royal

Seghers Engineering N.V., as

Schelde Groep B.V. (chair-

well as various management

man), Van Leeuwen Buizen

functions

Groep B.V., Waterleiding
Doorn, Chairman of the Board
of IRO and Nethconsult,
various directorships
name

K.S. Wester (1946)

name

P. Crawford (1951)

function

Executive (Statutory) Director

nationality

British

Fugro N.V.

first appointed

1997

nationality

Dutch

current term

up to and including 2001

employed by Fugro

since 1981

other functions

Several boardmemberships,

first appointed to
current function

a.o. with Beenz.com
1996

principal subsidiary

include: management

functions

functions with ONRI and
Nedeco
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name

M.W. Dekker (1938) 1) 2)

nationality

Dutch

first appointed

1991

current term

up to and including 2001

other functions

Chairman of the Board NPM
Capital N.V., Supervisory

Stichting Administratiekantoor Fugro

The board of the Stichting is composed as follows:

Board memberships including

name

Koninklijke Boskalis

Prof. Mr L. Timmerman, chairman

function

Westminster N.V., F. van

Mr J.V.M. Commandeur

Board member B

Lanschot Bankiers N.V., IHC

Drs H. Hooykaas

Board member B

Holland N.V., Dutch Flower

Ir G-J. Kramer

Board member A

Group B.V. and JSI

F.H. Schreve

Board member A

Board member B

International N.V.
Stichting Continuïteit Fugro

name

J.A.C. King (1933) 2)

nationality

British

Dutch Antilles is composed as follows:

first appointed

1997

name

function

current term

up to and including 2001

F. D. Leo

Chairman

2002

other functions

Chairman of the Board of

A. C. M. Goede

Secretary

2001

Analysys Ltd., Superscape plc.

R. De Paus

Treasurer

2003

and KSS plc., member of the

M.A. Pourier

2004

board of TTP Ventures Ltd.

F. H. Schreve

Fixed

name

B.E. Stallworth (1932)

nationality

American

first appointed

1987

current term

up to and including 2002

other functions

Partner in Stallworth

The Board of the Stichting Continuïteit Fugro in the
term

Apart from Mr. Schreve none of the board members
has any links with Fugro.

Frankhouser & Associates

name

P. Winsemius (1942)

nationality

Dutch

first appointed

2000

current term

up to and including 2004

other functions

Director of McKinsey &
Company

1) Member of Remuneration Committee
2) Member of Audit Committee
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Fugro international directory
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Australia

Botswana

• Fugro Airborne Surveys Pty Ltd.

• Fugro Airborne Surveys Ltd

Locked Bag 6, Wembley, WA 6014

P.O. Box 10072, Plot 16778

65 Brockway Road, Floreat, Perth WA 6014

Zonye Close, Gaborone West

tel: +61 8 9273 6400, fax: +61 8 9273 6466

tel: +267 563 836, fax: +267 563 817

Email: sthomson@fugroairborne.com.au

Email: rblizzard@fugroairborne.co.za

manager(s): S.J. Thomson

manager(s): R. Blizzard

• Fugro Survey Pty Ltd.
P.O. Box 329, West Perth WA 6872

Brazil
• Fugro LASA-Geomag

18 Prowse Street, West Perth WA 6005

Rua Santa Luiza No.651, 13 no andar

tel: +61 8 9322 4955, fax: +61 8 9322 1775

20.030-040, Rio de Janeiro

Email: g.roughan@fugro.com.au

tel: + 55 21 215 6000, fax: + 55 21 240 8116

France

manager(s): G.E. Roughan

Email: jorge@lasa-rio.com.br

• Fugro France S.A.

manager(s): J. Hildenbrand
• OmniSTAR Pty Ltd.

26 Avenue des Champs Pierreux
Nanterre Cedex 92022

P.O. Box 329, West Perth WA 6872

Canada

tel: +33 1 5569 1414, fax: +33 1 5569 1415

18 Prowse Street, West Perth WA 6005

• Fugro Airborne Surveys Corp.

manager(s): F. Cour

tel: +61 8 9322 5295, fax: +61 8 9322 4164

2270 Argentia Road, unit 2

Email: g.abbott@fugro.com.au

Mississauga, Toronto, Ontario L5N 6A6

Germany

manager(s): G.C.M. Abbott

tel: + 1 905 812 0212, fax: + 1 905 812 1504

• Fugro Consult GmbH

• Seismic Australia Pty Ltd

Email: fas@toronto.fugroairborne.com

Wolfener Strasse 36

manager(s): C.J.M. Nind

Aufgang K, Berlin D-12681
tel: +49 30 936 510, fax: +49 30 936 51200

9 Richardson Street, West Perth WA 6005
tel: +61 8 9321 4400, fax: +61 8 9321 4401

• Fugro Jacques GeoSurveys Inc.

Email: don@seismicaustralia.com.au

25 Pippy Place, St. John’s, NF A1B 3X2

manager(s): D. Pyke

tel: +1 709 726 4252, fax: +1 709 726 5007

Azerbaijan

manager(s): K. Erler

Email: fjg@nfld.com

Hongkong

manager(s): M. Cole

• Fugro Holdings (Hong Kong) Ltd.

• Azeri-Fugro J.V.
Azerbaijan Prospekti 35, Apt. 30, Baku

Email: k.erler@fugro.de

22/F., Hopewell Centre
• SESL Geomatics Ltd.

183, Queen’s Road East, Wanchai

tel: +994 12 973 438, fax: +994 12 984 685

200, 517 - 10th Avenue S.W.

tel: +852 25779023, fax: +852 28952379

Email: azfugro@azevt.com

Calgary, Alberta T2R OA8

Email: fugro@fugro.com.hk

manager(s): S. Ibrahimov, K. Ruegg

tel: +1 403-234-9018, fax: +1 403 2662919

manager(s): S.B. Parkinson

Email: jstuart@sesl.com

Belgium

manager(s): J. Stuart

• VFD-Fugro N.V.

India
• Fugro Geonics Pvt. Ltd.

Battelsesteenweg 455D, Mechelen B-2800

Chili

501, Devavrata Building

tel: +32 15 286911, fax: +32 15 286910

• Fugro Airborne Surveys S.A.

Sector 17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai 400 705

Email: louis.verbruggen@vfd-fugro.be

Enrique Foster 153

tel: +91 22 789 1212 / 7893831

manager(s): L. Verbruggen, R. Brandenburg

Las Condes, Santiago

fax: +91 22 789 1515

tel: +56 2 372 0200 / 01, fax: +56 2 372 0239

Email: mail@fugro-geonics.com

Email: ted_urquhart@hotmail.com

manager(s): B.N. Nayak

manager(s): W.E.S. Urquhart

Indonesia
China
• Shanghai Fugro Geotechnique Co. Ltd.

Brought to you by Global Reports

23 Jalan Tebet Barat Dalam III

No. 1. Mao Jia Zhai

Jakarta Selatan 12810

4/F, Bai Lian Jing District

tel: +62 21 8315711, fax: +62 21 8315749

Pudong Development Zone, Shanghai

Email: kalvindorad.net.id

tel: +86 21 58747528, fax: +86 21 58863214

manager(s): J. Yusuf Bin Abdullah

manager(s): C.S. Ho, K. Chui
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• P.T. Kalvindo Raya Semesta

Italy

Mexico

• Oceansismica S.p.A.

• Fugro-Chance de Mexico S.A. de C.V.

Via Salvatore Gasbarra 53, Roma 126

av. 2 Oriente Manzana 6, Lote 3

tel: +39 06 5219 291, fax: +39 06 5219 297

Puerto Industrial Pesquero

Email: ocean_fugro@interbusiness.it

Laguna Azul C.P. 24140

manager(s): A. De Santis

Ciudad Del Carmen, Campeche
tel: +52 938 21784, fax: +52 938 29411

Japan

Email: pruckman@fugro.com

• Fugro Japan Co., Ltd.

manager(s): P.J. Ruckman

1-21-2 Jingumae
Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo

Namibia

tel: +81 3 34970298, fax: +81 3 34239662

• Fugro Airborne Surveys (Pty) Ltd
• Fugro Survey B.V.

Email: tsuzuki@fugro.co.jp

P.O. Box 11873, Klein Windhoek

manager(s): M. Tsuzuki

Unit 3, Hidas Centre, Klein Windhoek

P.O. Box 128, 2260 AC Leidschendam

tel: + 264 61 235 961, fax: + 264 61 240 388

Veurse Achterweg 10

Kazachstan

Email: fas@iafrica.com.na

Leidschendam 2264 SG

• Fugro Caspian B.V.

manager(s): G. Symons

tel: +31 70 3111 800

c/o Globalink

fax: +31 70 3111 838 general

90 Mechnikova Street, Almaty 480059

Netherlands

Email: fsbvinfo@fugro.nl

tel: +7 3272 672 312, fax: +7 3272 672 758

• Fugro Engineers B.V.

manager(s): M.J.M.J. Scholtes

manager(s): J. Ruegg

P.O. Box 250, 2260 AG Leidschendam
Veurse Achterweg 10

• Fugro-Inpark B.V.

Luxemburg

Leidschendam 2264 SG

P.O. Box 3000, 2260 DA Leidschendam

• Fugro Eco Consult Sarl

tel: +31 70 3111 444, fax: +31 70 3203 640

Dillenburgsingel 69

Zone Industrielle, Munsbach L-5366

Email: febvinfo@fugro.nl

Leidschendam 2263 HW

tel: +352 358541/356692, fax: +352 356530

manager(s): J.M. Geise

tel: +31 70 3170700, fax: +31 70 3170750

Email: fugro@pt.lu
manager(s): U. Probst

Email: info@fugro-inpark.nl
• Fugro Ingenieursbureau B.V.

manager(s): J.C. Anneveld

P.O. Box 63, 2260 AB Leidschendam

Malaysia

Veurse Achterweg 10

• Fugro-GEOS Sdn Bhd

Leidschendam 2264 SG

P.O. Box 154, 2260 AD Leidschendam

Peti Surat # 370, Lot 6.11

tel: +31 70 3111333, fax: +31 70 3277091

Veurse Achterweg 10

Tingkat 6, Wisma Central

Email: l.dquelerij@fugro.nl

Leidschendam 2264 SG

Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur 50450

manager(s): L. de Quelerij

tel: +31 70 3111 888, fax: +31 70 3111 890

tel: +60 3 2613296, fax: +60 3 2612870
manager(s): R.F. Rayner

• Fugro-Intersite B.V.

Email: a.jongsma@fugro.nl
• Fugro Milieu Consult B.V.

manager(s): A.M. Jongsma

P.O. Box 63, 2260 AB Leidschendam
Dillenburgsingel 69

• OmniSTAR B.V.

Leidschendam 2263 HW

P.O. Box 113, 2260 AC

tel: +31 70 3111 222, fax: +31 70 3208 901

Dillenburgsingel 69

Email: m.mostert@fugro.nl

Leidschendam 2263 HW

manager(s): M. Mostert

tel: +31 70 3170 900, fax: +31 70 3170 919
Email: dgps@omnistar.nl

• Fugro N.V.

manager(s): E.J. Hammega

P.O. Box 41, 2260 AA Leidschendam
Veurse Achterweg 10

Netherlands Antilles

Leidschendam 2264 SG

• Fugro Curaçao N.V.

tel: +31 70 3111 422, fax: +31 70 3202 703

P.O. Box 609, Schottegatweg Oost 62

Email: holding@fugro.nl

Willemstad, Curaçao

manager(s): G-J. Kramer, K.S. Wester

tel: +599 9 736 5456, fax: +599 9 736 7656
Email: fcroes@fugrocuracao.com
manager(s): F.C. Croes
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Nigeria

South Africa

• Fugro-IGN Ltd.

• Fugro Airborne Surveys (Pty) Limited

P.O. Box 2661, IGN House, Ogunu Road

P.O. Box 47, Sunninghill, 2157

Warri, Delta State

22 Packard Street, Woodmead, Sandton

tel: +234 53 250799 / sat.871 762 139332

Johannesburg, Gauteng Province

fax: +234 53 256256 / sat. 871 762 139334

tel: +27 11 807 4800, fax: +27 11 807 4803

Email: field5@fugro.nl

Email: mfrere@fugroairborne.co.za

manager(s): O. Ramsden

manager(s): M.A. Frere

• Prodec-Fugro Ltd.

• OmniSTAR Pty Ltd.

PMB 053, 11B Geodetic Road

P.O. Box 243, Paarden Eiland 7420

Rumuobiakani, Port Harcourt

5 Lowestoft Street, 7405 Paarden Eiland

tel: +234 84 238964 / 571014

Pakistan

Cape Town

fax: +234 84 239328

• Fugro Geodetic (Pakistan) Ltd.

tel: +27 21 511 9112, fax: +27 21 511 2316

Email: prodec@phca.linkserve.com.

House # 4, Street # 26

Email: gsmith@omnistar.co.za

manager(s): G.C. Ofunne

Sector F-6/2, Islamabad

manager(s): G. Smith

tel: +92 51 2826 496, fax: +92 51 2827 098

Norway

Email: fuggeo@isb.comsats.net.pk

• Fugro Survey A/S

manager(s): W. Pointon

P.O. Box 490

• Underwater Surveys Pty Ltd.
P.O. Box 487, Paarden Eiland 7420
5 Lowestoft Street, 7405 Paarden Eiland

Skoyen, Hoffsveien 1C, Oslo N-0213

Qatar

Cape Town

tel: +47 221 34600, fax: +47 221 34646

• Fugro Peninsular Geotechnical Services

tel: +27 21 5115926, fax: +27 21 5115927

manager(s): A. Öfsthus, O. Róegh
• Fugro SeaSTAR
GNSS Services

P.O. Box 4533, Doha

Email: usurvey@iafrica.com

tel: +974 4323 879, fax: +974 4418 958

manager(s): C. Day

Email: Fugroqtr@qatar.net.qa
manager(s): M. van der Harst

Thailand
• Fugro-IGN (Thailand) Ltd.

P.O. Box 490, Skoyen
Hoffsveien 1C, Oslo N-0213

Russia

6 Pattanakarn 20 Alley 7

tel: +47 215 01400, fax: +47 215 01401

• Fugro-Jacques NSTC

Suanluang, Bangkok 10250

Email: seastar@fugro.geoteam.no

4 Rossolimo Street

tel: +66 2 717 9159, fax: +66 2 717 9160

manager(s): A. Norum

Office 202, Moscow 119021

Email: fugro-thai@fugro.com

tel: +7 095 246 0749, fax: +7 095 246 0840

manager(s): R. Paochaiyangyuen

Oman, Sultanate of

Email: fjmsc@grgep.msk.ru

• Fugro Middle East & Partners LLC

manager(s): G.R. Gamsakhourdia

Trinidad and Tobago
• Fugro Trinidad Ltd.

P.O. Box 1334, Ruwi, 112, Muscat
tel: +968 596 593, fax: +968 596 769

Saudi Arabia

First Avenue South, Chaguaramas

manager(s): M. van der Harst

• Fugro-Suhaimi Ltd.

tel: +1 868-634-4032, fax: +1 868-634-4024

P.O. Box 2165, Dammam 31451

Email: denglish@fugro.com

tel: +966 3 858 1533, fax: +966 3 857 2035

manager(s): D. English

Email: fugro@sahara.com.sa
manager(s): B. Lakeman

Singapore
• Fugro Singapore Pte Ltd.
159 Sin Ming Road, # 06-07 Amtech
Building, Singapore 575625
tel: +65 552 8600, fax: +65 552 8900 / 8911
manager(s): J.M. Paisley
• Fugro Geodetic Pte Ltd.
Box no. 5040
Loyang Offshore Supply Base
Loyang Crescent, Singapore 508988
tel: +65 543 0200, fax: +65 543 0500
Email: sales@fugro.com.sg
manager(s): K.J. Lake
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• Fugro-LCT Ltd.

• Fugro-LCT Inc

5 Newmarket Court

P.O. Box 740010

Kingston, Milton Keynes MK10 OAG

TX 77274 Houston

tel: +44 1908 286100, fax: +44 1908 286101

6100 Hillcroft, 5th Floor

Email: info@fugro-lct.co.uk

Houston TX 77081

manager(s): R. Gater

tel: +1 713 272 5400, fax: +1 713 272 5410
Email: info@lct.com

• Fugro-UDI Ltd.

manager(s): M.E. Weber

Denmore Road, Bridge of Don
Aberdeen AB23 8JW

United Arab Emirates

• Fugro-McClelland Marine Geosciences, Inc.

tel: +44 1224 257500, fax: +44 1224 853917

6100 Hillcroft, Houston TX 77081

Email: sales@fugro-udi.co.uk

tel: +1 713-778-5500, fax: +1 713-778-5573

manager(s): J. Meaden

Email: srainey@fugro.com

• Fugro Middle East B.V.

manager(s): W.S. Rainey

P.O. Box 2863, Dubai

United States

tel: +971 4 3347212, fax: +971 4 3360164

• Fugro GeoServices, Inc.

• John E. Chance & Associates Inc

Email: fugro@emirates.net.ae

P.O. Box 740010, 6100 Hillcroft

200 Dulles Drive, Lafayette LA 70506

manager(s): M. van der Harst

Houston TX 77081

tel: +1 337 237 1300, fax: +1 337 268 3272

tel: +1 713-773-8500, fax: +1 713-773-8501

Email: info@jchance.com

Email: thamilton@fugro.com

manager(s): P.J. Stutes

• Fugro Survey (Middle East) Ltd.
P.O. Box 43088, Abu Dhabi

manager(s): T.K. Hamilton
• OmniSTAR, Inc.

tel: +971 2 554 7810
fax: +971 2 554 7811 / 812

• Fugro Geosciences, Inc.

8200 Westglen, Houston TX 77063

Email: fugrosur@emirates.net.ae

6105 Rookin, Houston TX 77074

tel: +1 713-785-5850, fax: +1 713-785-5164

manager(s): I. Roberts

tel: +1 713-778-5580, fax: +1 713-778-5501

Email: j.waits@omnistar.com

Email: ryilmaz@fugro.com

manager(s): S.J. Waits

United Kingdom

manager(s): R. Yilmaz

• Fugro Airborne Surveys Ltd.
3 Walnut Tree Park, Walnut Tree Close

• Fugro Seafloor Surveys, Inc.
• Fugro Inc.

Pier 69, 2727 Alaska Way

Guildford GU1 4TR

6100 Hillcroft, Houston TX 77081

Seattle WA 98121

tel: +44 1 483 453060, fax: +44 1 483 453061

tel: +1 713 772 3700, fax: +1 713 778 5542

tel: +1 206-441-9305, fax: +1 206-441-9308

Email: c.norman@fugroairborne.co.uk

Email: jkasparek@fugro.com

Email: d.hussong@seafloor.com

manager(s): C.M. Norman

manager(s): J.E. Kasparek

manager(s): D. Hussong

• Fugro Ltd.

• Fugro South, Inc.

Venezuela
• Fugro-McClelland Marine Geosciences, Inc.

18 Frogmore Road

6100 Hillcroft, Houston TX 77081

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP3 9RT

tel: +1 713 778 5533, fax: +1 713 778 5544

Sucursal Venezolana Registrada

tel: +44 1442 240781, fax: +44 1442 258961

Email: jcibor@fugro.com

Avenida Venezuela

Email: info@fugro.co.uk

manager(s): J. Cibor

Edificio Venezuela, Ofc. PH-4

manager(s): J. Coutts

El Rosal, Caracas 1060
• Fugro West, Inc.

• Fugro Survey Limited

tel: +58 2 953 5418, fax: +58 2 954 0631

4820 McGrath Street, Suite 100

Email: dsackett@fugro.com

Regent House

Ventura, CA 93003-7778

manager(s): D.M. Sackett

Regent Quay, Aberdeen AB11 5BE

tel: +1 805-650-7000, fax: +1 805-650-7010

tel: +44 1224 211860, fax: +44 1224 21186

Email: tdunne@fugro.com

Email: geoteam@fugro.geoteam.co.uk

manager(s): T.N. Dunne

manager(s): J.H. Sommerville
• Fugro-GEOS Inc
• Fugro-GEOS Ltd

6100 Hillcroft, Houston TX 77081

Gemini House, Hargreaves Road

tel: +1 713-773-5699, fax: +1 713 773 5909

Swindon, Wiltshire SN25 5AL

Email: geosusa@geos.com

tel: +44 1793 725766, fax: +44 1793 706604

manager(s): J. van. Smirren

Email: geos@geos.com
manager(s): R.F. Rayner
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Report of the Stichting Administratiekantoor

Report N.V. Algemeen Nederlands Trustkantoor

Fugro

over the year 2000

In accordance with article 18 of the terms and condi-

Regarding 4 3/4% in depositary receipts of ordinary shares

tions for the administration of ordinary shares in the

convertible subordinated debenture bond 2000 per 2005 of

name of Fugro N.V. for the last time changed on

€ 100,000,000.– at the cost of Fugro N.V.

11 November 1999, we issue the following report to
certificate (depositary receipts of shares) holders:
During the year 2000 most of the Stichting’s activities
were related to the administration of ordinary shares
against which certificates (depositary receipts of shares)
have been issued. The Board met twice; one meeting

In accordance with article 10 sub 2 of the deed of
trust dated 29 March 2000 as executed by notary
F.K. Buijn, we issue the following report.
The bonds of € 1,000.– have been issued as a collective bond of € 100,000,000.–.

being dedicated to preparing for the Annual General
Meeting of Shareholders in Fugro N.V.

Unless already settled or converted in accordance

On 31 December 2000, 10,007,051 registered ordinary

with the trust deed, the bonds will be settled at par on

shares with a nominal value of € 0.20 were in adminis-

3 April 2005. From 13 May 2000 up to and including the

tration, against which 10,007,051 certificates (depositary

seventh day of trading at the stock exchange before the

receipts of shares) in denominations of 1, 10 and 100

settlement date, the bond can be converted into deposi-

shares with a nominal value of € 0.20 had been issued in

tary receipts of ordinary shares in Fugro N.V. of € 0.20, at

CF-form.

a conversion rate of € 64.43.

The Board of the Stichting Administratiekantoor
Fugro comprises the following members:

During the year no bonds have been offered for con-

G-J. Kramer

Board Member A

version. As a result the outstanding amount of the bond

F.H. Schreve

Board Member A

at 31 December 2000 is € 100,000,000.–.

J.V.M. Commandeur

Board Member B

H. Hooykaas

Board Member B

L. Timmerman

Board Member B

The activities related to the administration of the
shares are carried out by the administrator of the

In accordance with article 4 sub 11 of the trust deed
Fugro N.V. has reserved as many ordinary shares as
required to allow full conversion of all outstanding
bonds.

Stichting Administratiekantoor van het Algemeen
Administratie en Trustkantoor B.V. in Amsterdam.

Early settlement of all the bonds by Fugro N.V. is
possible at any moment commencing 4 April 2003, under

Leidschendam, 1 March 2001

the condition that the closing stock price of depositary
receipts of ordinary shares during a period of 30 subse-

The Board

quent trading days, on each of these days be at least 130%
of the conversion price.

Declaration of independence

The management of Fugro N.V. and the Board of the

In the case of a ‘Change of Control’ as referred to in
article 3.4 of the trust deed, the holders of bonds will be

Stichting Administratiekantoor Fugro hereby declare

permitted to settle their bonds earlier at the date set by

that, in their joint opinion, with regard to the independ-

Fugro N.V., without prejudice to the other articles of the

ence of the management of the Stichting

trust deed.

Administratiekantoor Fugro they are in compliance with
the conditions as specified in Enclosure X of the

Amsterdam, 1 March 2001

Fondsenreglement van de Euronext N.V. in Amsterdam.
N.V. Algemeen Nederlands Trustkantoor ANT
Leidschendam, 1 March 2001
Fugro N.V.
The Board of Management
Stichting Administratiekantoor Fugro
The Board
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Telephone: +31 (0)70 3111422

2264 SG Leidschendam

Veurse Achterweg 10

Fugro N.V.

Colophon
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